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Thermoelectricity is a material property with an endless applications list. It allows to
transform a temperature gradient into a voltage via the Seebeck effect[1, 2]. In the re-
verse way, it allows to transform a voltage into a temperature gradient via the Peltier
effect[3, 4]. State of the art materials have very low thermoelectric efficiencies, which
make them only useful in very specific applications. For example, one of the main
historical applications of thermoelectric materials has been the radioisotope thermo-
electric generator for NASA’s spacecrafts[2]. Recent materials advances and an in-
creasing awareness of energy and environmental conservation issues have rekindled
prospects for automotive applications. Regarding the cooling applications, thermo-
electric devices are interesting in electronic cooling, due to their high reliability and
compact packaging[4]. For these reasons, the two fundamental research lines in the
thermoelectric community are the following:
1. Find and synthesize materials with a higher thermoelectric efficiency.
2. Find and understand physical and chemical mechanisms that increase the ther-
moelectric efficiency.
The efficiency of a thermoelectric material is measured by the figure of merit
ZT = S2σT/κ. (1)
ZT is a dimensionless number. S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ the electrical conductiv-
ity, T the temperature, and κ the thermal conductivity. With ZT ' 3 in a broad tem-
perature range, the thermoelectric materials would be competetitive against com-
bustion engines in terms of efficiency in transforming heat into electricity[5]. In Fig.
1 we show the maximum figure of merit ZTmax of record thermoelectric materials
as a function of the year when they were discovered or synthesized. As we can see,
there is no material with ZTmax as high as 3. Even though there are some materials
with ZTmax ' 2, this only happens for very narrow temperature ranges[6]. This lim-
its the applications of these materials.
The power factor PF is the product of the squared Seebeck coefficient and the
electrical conductivity. The idea behind a good thermoelectric material is very sim-
ple. We need materials with a high power factor and low thermal conductivity, the
so called electron crystals and phonon glasses. The main problem behind the in-
crease of ZT is the fact that the physical magnitudes that are involved are correlated
among themselves. This correlation limits the ZT. In Fig. 2 we show a cartoon of the
physical magnitudes that appear in the numerator of ZT as a function of the doping
for a given temperature. We choose to plot the physical magnitudes as a function of
the doping because it is one of the simplest manipulations to be applied. If we have
a look to Fig. 2 we can see what is the fundamental limitation of the power factor.
The electrical conductivity increases as a function of the carrier concentration, the
Seebeck coefficient has the opposite trend, which makes the PF to have a peak that
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FIGURE 1: Record ZT materials as a function of the year. The figure
is taken from reference[5].
cannot be increased without further different manipulations. The electronic ther-
mal conductivity is also correlated with the electrical conductivity. Apart from the
fundamental limitations given by correlation, there are practical and technical limi-
tations.
There are different ways to increase the thermoelectric efficiency of a material by
physical and chemical manipulation. Materials have been doped[7, 8, 9] or nanos-
tructured[10, 11] in order to get a high power factor combined with a low thermal
conductivity, yielding, i.e., ZT ' 2.2 in PbTe[12]. It has been shown that, in the prox-
imity to a phase transition ZT may also soar, as in the case of Cu2Se[13]. In these
cases the thermal conductivity abruptly decreases close to the transition, reaching
ZT values as high as 2.5.
In the last years, it has been shown that intrinsic semiconductors with an intrin-
sically low thermal conductivity may be materials with a very high ZT[6, 14]. The
total thermal conductivity is the sum of electronic and lattice thermal conductivi-
ties. In intrinsics semiconductor, the main contribution to the thermal conductivity
comes from the lattice as there are not many available charge carriers at normal
temperatures. Therefore, the challenge is to find intrinsic semiconductors with an
instrinsically low lattice thermal conductivity. The best thermoelectric material in
this family is SnSe[6] with a ZTmax of 2.6. This material is not only the best thermo-
electric in this family, but the best thermoelectric material overall.
At this point, theoretical material science plays a crucial role. Theory could re-
duce the experimental effort by searching for materials with an intrinsically low
lattice thermal conductivity. The first-principles calculation of the lattice thermal
conductivity is a complicated task and it is computationally demanding[15]. Any-
way, nowadays it is included in the toolkit[16] of any theoretical material scientist.
However, it has been found that, the intrinsically low lattice thermal conductivity
is frequently associated to a strongly anharmonic lattice[6, 17]. This is the case, for
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FIGURE 2: Electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient as a func-
tion of the carrier concentration in a typical semiconductor.
instance, in SnSe. The strong anharmonicity not only causes low thermal conductiv-
ity, it also creates interesting properties, such as, structural phase transitions. These
structural phase transitions, in many cases, make thermoelectric materials more effi-
cient[13]. However, materials that suffer continuous structural phase transitions are,
usually, unstable within the harmonic approximation. The theory for calculating the
lattice thermal conductivity is built on top of the harmonic approximation by using
perturbation theory[18]. This is not possible when the system is unstable within the
harmonic approximation. Furthermore, the perturbative approach is questionable
in strongly anharmonic materials, even if they are stable within the harmonic ap-
proximation. The calculation of the transition temperature is, for the same reason, a
complicated task. In the last years there have been several methods and implemen-
tations[19, 20, 21] that try to overcome these problems.
One of the main purposes of this thesis is to understand and predict this struc-
tural phase transformations that occur in thermoelectric materials and study what
is the role they play in the thermoelectric efficiency. Once the structural and vibra-
tional properties of these materials are studied, another purpose is to calculate the
lattice thermal conductivity and understand what makes it so low in these materials
with high ZT. For this purpose, we have chosen the most efficient thermoelectric
material SnSe and its isoelectronic counterpart SnS. In order to account for the an-
harmonic effects at a nonpertubative level we have applied the so called stochastic
self-consistent harmonic approximation[22, 23, 24, 25] (SSCHA).
In many cases, these structural phase transitions break the inversion symmetry
of the material[17, 26]. This opens the door to interesting physical properties, such
as ferroelectricity. It has been shown that both properties, high thermoelectric effi-
ciency and ferroelectricity, can coexist in the same material, as it happens in SnTe[17,
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27]. There is an experimental work[26] showing that the dimensionality could dra-
matically change the transition temperature to the ferroelectric state. In the same
work[26] they show that monolayer SnTe has a robust ferroelectric state that can be
switched with an electric field. Thin film ferroelectrics are key for modern device
applications[28]. However, it is known that there is a critical thickness for thin fer-
roelectrics, below which the depolarization field destroys the ferroelectric state[29,
30, 31]. This effect decreases the transition temperature to the ferroelectric state as
a function of the sample thickness[32, 33] and sets a fundamental limit for techno-
logical applications. Monolayer SnSe could suffer a similar phase transition, which
makes it a very promising candidate for technological applications. In this thesis we
have studied the ferroelectric phase transition in monolayer SnSe[34]. We have also
tried to study the thermal properties of monolayer SnSe.
As shown in the previous paragraph, there could be two dimensional (2D) mul-
tifunctional materials, which are interesting in thin film technologies. The acoustic
out-of-plane vibrational modes play a crucial role[35] in the heat transfer in two di-
mensional materials. The understanding of the mechanical and thermal properties
of these phonon modes is far from trivial. Even the possibility of having crystalline
order in 2D has been long questioned[36, 37] due to the existence of these modes.
It has been theoretically shown that the harmonic approximation fails[38] in the un-
derstanding of the acoustic out-of-plane mode, leading to unphysical consequences.
Motivated by this we have studied the anharmonic effects in the out-of-plane acous-
tic phonon modes of graphene.
Long made short, the purpose of this thesis is to study the anharmonic effects in
materials where the harmonic approximation and perturbation theory break down.
For that purpose we have chosen technologically relevant candidates, such as, very
efficient thermoelectric materials, 2D ferroelectrics, and graphene. In chapters 1, 2,
3, and 4 we show the theoretical background needed to study the electronic, vibra-
tional, and thermal properties of the materials. In chapters 5 and 6 we show the
results corresponding to bulk SnSe and SnS thermoelectrics. In chapter 7 we study
the vibrational properties of monolayer SnSe. Finally, in chapter 8 we study the









In the atomic scale, matter can be described as a set of electrons and ions interacting
via the Coulomb interaction. These particles are arranged in a different way de-
pending on the state of the system: gas, liquid, amorphous solid, crystalline solid,
plasma... The correct formalism to study any of these systems is quantum mechan-
ics, which reduces to solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation
H|ΨA〉 = EA|ΨA〉, (1.1)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, EA the eigenvalue with quantum number
A and, |ΨA〉 its eigenvector. The corresponding eigenfunction is given by
〈r, R|ΨA〉 = ΨA(r1, . . . , rN , R1, . . . , RM) = ΨA(r, R), (1.2)
with N electrons at positions r ≡ {r1, . . . , rN} and M ions at positions
R ≡ {R1, . . . , RM}. In the non-relativistic case and in the absence of external forces,








































= Te + TI + Ve,I + Ve,e + VI,I , (1.3)
where pi and Pj are electronic and ionic momentum operators, Zj is the ionic charge,
and mj the ionic mass. Te and TI are the electronic and ionic kinetic energy operators,
respectively, and Ve,I , Ve,e, and VI,I are the electron-ion, electron-electron and ion-ion
Coulomb interaction terms. Unless otherwise stated, we will use atomic units in the
whole manuscript.
The solution of this eigenvalue problem would provide us with the exact non-
relativistic structure of matter given by ΨA(r, R). However, the problem has 3(N +
M) degrees of freedom (N, M ∼ 1023 for macroscopic samples of matter) and the
Coulomb interaction makes impossible to separate the many-body Hamiltonian into
single-particle ones. This makes the problem unsolvable. Nevertheless, from these
equations we can already state that all the properties of a material are a consequence
of the Coulomb interaction and the many-body character of the Hamiltonian.
8 Chapter 1. The adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation
If we want to calculate the properties of matter, we need to use approxima-
tions right from the beginning. The first approximation we will apply is the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation (BOA), which, as we will see in the following para-
graphs, will allow us to separate the total Hamiltonian into electronic and ionic
parts. The BOA is based on the huge difference of masses between electrons and
ions (mj ∼ 103), which makes the electrons move much faster[40] and, therefore,
adapt instantaneously to the slower motion of the ions.
We will start by separating the total Hamiltonian H into electronic He and ionic
H I parts. As we have assumed that ions do not move from the electronic point of
view, the electronic Hamiltonian can be built with the terms of the total Hamiltonian
that depend only on electronic degrees of freedom and take the ionic configuration
R as a parameter
He(R) = Te + Ve,I(R) + Ve,e + VI,I(R). (1.4)
We have included the ion-ion term because from the electronic point of view it is a
constant as R is a parameter. We define the electronic eigenvalue problem
He(R)|ψeα(R)〉 = Eeα(R)|ψeα(R)〉, (1.5)
where α is the quantum number of the electronic system. As the Hamiltonian only
depends on R parametrically, the same stays for the eigenvalues Eeα(R) and eigen-
functions
〈r|ψeα(R)〉 = ψeα(r; R). (1.6)
Since the electronic eigenfunctions form a complete set in r space, it is possible to
write any state of the total system as a linear combination of vectorial products ex-
panded only on the electronic degrees of freedom
|Ψαβ〉 = ∑
α′
Cα′αβ|ψIα′β〉 ⊗ |ψeα′(R)〉, (1.7)
where Cα′αβ is a complex tensor containing the expansion coefficients, |ψIα′β〉 is the
eigenvector of the still to be determined H I , and αβ define the total quantum number
A in Eq. 1.1. If we project Eq. 1.7 with 〈r, R| we can see that the total wave function
is an expansion of products of ionic and electronic wave functions





The α′ index in ψIα′β(R) points out that the ionic states depend on the electronic
quantum number. However, we have not determined H I yet. For that purpose, we
plug |Ψαβ〉 in Eq. 1.1 and project it onto 〈ψeα′(R)|
〈ψeα′(R)|H|Ψαβ〉 = Eαβ〈ψeα′(R)|Ψαβ〉. (1.9)
Plugging Eq. 1.7 in Eq. 1.9 and using H = He + TI we obtain
Cα′αβEeα′(R)|ψIα′β〉+ ∑
α′′
Cα′′αβ〈ψeα′(R)|TI [|ψeα′′(R)〉 ⊗ |ψIα′′β〉] = Cα′αβEαβ|ψIα′β〉, (1.10)














(2[Pj]I [Pj]e + [P2j ]e) = [TI ]I + ∆H. (1.11)
In the previous equation we have defined new operators [O]I and [O]e as an operator
O acting only on |ψe〉 and |ψI〉 states, respectively. Eq. 1.10 is exact but we still have
coupled electronic and ionic equations.
The last step for getting H I is the so called adiabatic approximation. This ap-
proximation assumes that the electronic states cannot be excited by the ionic kinetic
energy, so we only consider α′ = α in Eq. 1.10 and neglect ∆H. In this way Eq. 1.10
is simplified into a Schrödinger equation for the ions
H I |ψIαβ〉 = Eαβ|ψIαβ〉, (1.12)
where
H I ≡ H Iα = [TI ]I + Eeα(R). (1.13)
The right hand side of Eq. 1.13 shows that the ions move in an effective potential
energy surface Uα(R) = Eeα(R) and this surface is different for different electronic
eigenstates α. It has been shown that for the great majority of the crystals at nor-
mal conditions the quantum number α can be dropped from the ionic problem and
only consider the electronic ground state. This happens because the electrons adapt
instantaneously to the ground state and the ionic Hamiltonian can be rewritten
H I = TI + U(R), (1.14)
where U(R) ≡ Ee0(R) is the ground state energy of the electronic Hamiltonian. In
this way the electronic and ionic problems are decoupled and ionic eigenstates do
not depend on electronic quantum numbers anymore. Now, we can write any eigen-
state of the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian (HBO = He + H I) as a tensor product
of individual electronic and ionic eigenstates
|Ψαβ〉 = |ψeα(R)〉 ⊗ |ψIβ〉 ≡ |α, β〉. (1.15)
In this basis HBO is diagonal
〈α′β′|HBO|αβ〉 = Eαβδαα′δββ′ . (1.16)
The BOA has proven to be an excellent approximation for calculating and under-
standing electronic and vibrational properties of different materials. In this thesis we
will not go beyond this approximation, however, it is important to note that there are
physical properties that arise due to the electronic excitations by the ionic motions,
such as, electrical resistivity, superconductivity. . . Even if these properties point out
that the BOA is not enough for describing many material’s properties, the picture of






In this section we will see how to solve the electronic part given by the BOA. We will
drop the R parametric dependence introduced in chapter 1 for simplifying the no-
tation in this chapter. If we have a look at the electronic Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.4, we
realize that the electron-electron interaction Ve,e potential couples the equations via
the two-body operator |ri − rj|−1 and makes impossible to separate the many-body
Hamiltonian into single-particle ones. In this thesis we will apply a mean-field the-
ory named density functional theory (DFT) for transforming the many-body prob-
lem into a single-particle one and solve it. First of all, we will see what is the advan-
tage of transforming the many-body system into a single-particle one by analyzing
the independent electron approximation.
2.1 Independent electron approximation
The simplest mean-field approximation for the electron-electron interaction is set-
ting it to 0, the so called independent electron approximation. By neglecting this
term, the electrons do not see each other and we are left with a system of N non-








where x denotes any electronic position. Now it is possible to separate the Hamilto-




i [Te(ri) + Vext(ri)] and get






|φαi〉 = εαi |φαi〉, (2.2)
where εαi are the eigenvalues and 〈x|φαi〉 = φαi(x) the eigenfunctions. Within the in-
dependent electron approximation, any total wave function of the electronic system





φα1(r1) φα1(r2) . . . φα1(rN)
φα2(r1) φα2(r2) . . . φα2(rN)
. . . . . .
φαN (r1) φαN (r2) . . . φαN (rN)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.3)
with α ≡ α1, α2 . . . αN and 〈rj|φαi〉 = φαi(rj) being the single-electron wave function
of the jth electron at the αthi state.
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This derivation shows that transforming the many-body system into a single-
particle one is very convenient and makes the solution for many-electron systems
possible. However, neglecting the electron-electron interaction is a very bad approx-
imation[40] because it is responsible for many physical properties. In this work we
will apply DFT to get a more accurate mean-field theory for the electronic system.
2.2 Density functional theory
The formalism of DFT[42, 43] was mainly developed in the 60′s by Kohn, Hohen-
berg, and Sham and it became very popular in the 90′s when the computational
power got strong enough for its implementation. Since two decades it is one of the
state of the art methods for studying solid state and molecular systems. Kohn and
Sham were awarded with the Nobel Prize in 1998 for their contributions to DFT.
The main ingredient of DFT is the ground state electronic density







(. . . )
∫
dr2 . . . drNψe∗0 (x, r2, . . . , rN)ψ
e
0(x, r2, . . . , rN), (2.4)
together with two theorems. The first theorem states that for any system of interact-
ing particles in an external potential Vext(x), Vext(x) is uniquely determined, except
for a constant, by the ground state density n0(x). Since the Hamiltonian is fully de-
termined, it follows that all the properties of the system are completely determined
given only n0(x). The second theorem states that a universal functional of the total
energy Ee[n0(x)] can be defined for any Vext(x). The minimum of this functional is
the ground state energy of the system and the density that minimizes the functional
is the exact ground state density. Therefore, the functional Ee[n0(x)] alone is suffi-
cient to determine the exact ground state energy and density.












In order to apply these two theorems to the many-body electronic problem, Kohn
and Sham proposed a new way of interpreting the electronic system. Their goal
was to find a single-particle problem that would minimize the Ee[n0] functional. For
that purpose, they replaced the interacting electronic system with a non-interacting
one that would have exactly the same ground state density. The Hamiltonian of the
















where the Kohn-Sham one-electron ground state vectors |φ0i〉 fulfill
HKS|φ0i〉 = ε0i |φ0i〉. (2.7)
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The total Kohn-Sham state of this non-interacting system |ψKS0 〉 is built with a Slater
determinant as in Eq. 2.3. Now, the main ingredient of DFT can be written as the






Eq. 2.7 is equivalent to Eq. 2.2 in the independent electron approximation, the differ-
ence is that VKS(ri) includes the electron-electron interaction in a mean-field form.
However, even if we know that it exits, we do not know the functional form of VKS
yet.
We will see now how to get the VKS functional. The electronic energy functional
can be written as
Ee[n0] = Te[n0] + Ee,e[n0] + Eext[n0], (2.9)




The energy functionals of Te[n0] and Ee,e[n0] are not so straightforward to obtain. It
is convenient to split the electronic kinetic energy functional in two parts Te[n0] =
TKSe [n0]+TC[n0]. The first term is the Kohn-Sham or the independent electron kinetic
energy. As the total Kohn-Sham wave function |ψKS0 〉 can be written as an expansion
of Kohn-Sham state |φ0i〉 products, TKSe [n0] accounts for the single-particle kinetic
energy via pi. TC[n0] provides the correlation kinetic energy, which arises due to
the fact that the motion of one electron affects the motion of another. It is important
to note that TKSe [n0] accounts for most of the total electronic kinetic energy. The
functional form of TKSe [n0] is















where the density dependence of TKSe [n0] is implicit an it comes from the density de-
pendence of φ0i(x). Something similar can be done with the electron-electron energy
functional, we separate the total functional into the single-electron and correlation
parts
Ee,e[n0] = EKSe,e [n0] + Ee,e,C[n0], (2.12)
where the Kohn-Sham electron-electron energy functional contains the Hartree EH [n0]
and exchange EX[n0] terms
EKSe,e = EH [n0] + EX[n0], (2.13)
















|x− x′| . (2.15)
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The Hartree energy accounts for the interaction that an electronic density has with
itself. The exchange term accounts for the antisymmetric nature of the wave func-
tion with respect to the exchange of any two particle coordinates and the quantized
nature of electrons, meaning it corrects the self-interaction of each electron wrongly
included in EH [n0]. Again, the Ee,e,C[n0] energy is the potential correlation energy
that EKSe,e [n0] lacks.
Now we can rewrite the total energy functional as
Ee[n0] = TKSe [n0] + Eext[n0] + EH [n0] + EX[n0] + TC[n0] + Ee,e,C[n0]. (2.16)
Correlation energies arise due to the many-body character of the system and can
only be calculated exactly by solving the many-body Schrödinger equation[44]. The
only terms that need an approximation are the correlation energies TC[n0] and
Ee,e,C[n0], however, the calculation of EX[n0] is more expensive than the calculations
of TKSe [n0], Eext[n0] and EH [n0]. Thus, it is very common in DFT to give an approx-
imate functional for the exchange energy as well. In the end the total energy func-
tional can be written as
Ee[n0] = TKSe [n0] + Eext[n0] + EH [n0] + Exc[n0], (2.17)
where Exc[n0] contains the exchange and correlation functionals and it is named
exchange-correlation energy.











where εj are Lagrange multipliers related to the normalization condition of the single-














φ0i(x) = εiφ0i(x). (2.19)
We know from the second Hohenberg and Khon theorem that the density that min-
imizes the total electronic energy functional is the exact ground state energy. Since









with β = 1/(kBT) kB being the Boltzmann’s constant,T the temperature, and εF the
Fermi energy or the highest occupied energy. The 2 factor in Eq. 2.21 accounts for the
spin degeneracy because in this work we have not included spin dependent terms
in the electronic Hamiltonian. Now for obtaining VKS(x) we compare Eq. 2.7 with
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Eq. 2.19 and we get







= Vext(x) + VH(x) + Vxc(x). (2.22)
With the knowledge of the functional form of the exchange-correlation energy
we would get the ground state density and energy exactly. However, the functional
is not known and approximations are necessary. Since the first DFT implementa-
tions many functionals [45, 46] for Exc have been proposed with their benefits and
pathologies. The analysis and development of exchange-correlation functionals is a
science on itself and it is out of the scope of this thesis. For this reason we will not go
further in this topic. In this work we have made use of the most simple and common
functionals, the LDA[45] (local density approximation) and GGA[46] (generalized
gradient approximation). The LDA takes the functional of the homogeneous elec-
tron gas[47] by assuming that the electronic density of the system is homogeneous.
Thus, the Exc at each point depends only on the density at that point. The GGA not
only considers the density of the system at each point but includes a gradient cor-
rection. In this work we have used the PBE[46] parametrization of the GGA. These
approximations seem too simple but provide surprisingly good results as the den-
sity of the valence electrons in normal solids is not so far from the homogeneous
electron gas[39].
2.3 Crystal periodicity and plane wave basis
In this section we will see how the Kohn-Sham wave functions of a crystalline mate-
rial can be expanded on plane waves and how this is applied to the DFT formalism.
A crystalline solid is formed by the periodic repetition of its unit cell. Since the
system is periodic, the Hamiltonian must be periodic and the following symmetry
holds for the Kohn-Sham potential VKS
VKS(x + T) = VKS(x), (2.23)
where T is a general lattice vector. Bloch’s theorem[40] states that the eigenstates
of a single electron Hamiltonian with a periodic potential can be chosen to have the
form of a plane wave times a function with the periodicity of the lattice
φnk(x) = unk(x)eik·x, (2.24)
where unk(x + T) = unk(x) is the periodic part of the Kohn-Sham state φnk(x). Note
that the quantum number i is now splitted in a band index n and a k point, where k
is a vector inside the first Brillouin zone (1BZ). One can apply Born-von Karman pe-
riodic boundary conditions[40] on φnk(x), in that case the number of allowed wave
vectors k in the 1BZ is finite and equals the number of unit cells in the crystal.
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where Ω is the total volume of the crystal. Taking into account that unk(x) is peri-
odic, only reciprocal lattice vectors G, for which
eiG·T = 1, (2.26)
contribute to the plane wave expansion and the Kohn-Sham state can be written as
|φnk〉 = ∑
G
cnk+G|k + G〉, (2.27)
where 〈x|φnk〉 = φnk(x). Therefore, for a given k point within the 1BZ, the single-
particle wave functions can be expanded as in Eq. 2.27.
Once we have decided to expand the electronic wave functions in a plane wave
basis, HKS has to be diagonalized at every k point allowed by the Born-von Karman
boundary conditions within the 1BZ. The eigenvalues obtained at each k point yield
the single-particle energies, or band energies, εnk. In order to get the band energies
for a given k point, the matrix that needs to be diagonalized looks like
〈k + G|HKS|k + G′〉 = 1
2
|k + G|2δGG′ + VKS(G−G′). (2.28)
The equality in Eq. 2.28 is easy to get taking into account that the kinetic energy
is diagonal in the plane wave basis and VKS(k) is the Fourier transform of VKS(x).
The eigenvalues of the matrix will be the energies εnk and, for a given quantum
number nk, the eigenvector will be formed by the cnk+G coefficients. So far we have
all the elements of Eq. 2.27 and finally, the electron density can be calculated from







where the sum extends to the 1BZ.
2.4 Computational method
In section 2.2 we have described the basics of DFT. We have seen that instead of solv-
ing a many-body problem, we can solve a single-particle system that has the same
ground state density and energy. However, in the formalism the electronic density is
the input and output at the same time, because we need it for constructing the Kohn-
Sham potential VKS. Therefore, the problem must be solved in a self-consistent way
as explained in Fig. 2.1
First of all we need a guess for the electronic density, which, for instance, can be
the sum of the atomic electronic densities. With this density we can build the Kohn-
sham potential and solve the Kohn-Sham equations. With the eigenfunctions of the
solution we can build a new density and repeat the process. We will consider that
the total energy of the system is converged when the difference in energy between
two steps, ∆E, is smaller than the threshold energy ε.
In this thesis we have used the Quantum Espresso[16] software package which









FIGURE 2.1: Flowchart of the self-consistent cycle for solving the
Kohn-Sham equation. ∆E and ε are the energy difference between
current cycle and the previous and the chosen threshold, respectively.
Kohn-Sham wave functions as described in section 2.3. As we have seen in the plane
wave expansion in Eq. 2.27, in principle, the sum contains an infinite number of G




|k + G|2 ≤ Ecuto f f . (2.30)
The proper value of Ecuto f f is system dependent because highly localized states re-
quire the inclusion of a large amount of G vectors in the expansion.
We have seen as well that HKS need to be diagonalized in every k allowed by
the Born-Von Karman boundary conditions within the 1BZ. If the crystal is infi-
nite, we have infinite matrices to diagonalize and, therefore, we divide the 1BZ in a
Monkhorst-Pack[48] grid. This grid must be optimised to provide the convergence
in energy that we want to achieve.
2.5 Pseudopotentials
Finally, we will introduce the concept of the pseudopotentials[39], which is used in
the Quantum Espresso framework for speeding up the calculations.
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Atoms in a solid are composed by a nucleus and core and valence electrons. Va-
lence electrons are responsible for the interaction among different atoms in a solid,
thus, one could think about not including the core electrons in the electronic prob-
lem. However, this is a very bad approximation because all the electronic eigenfunc-
tion of the system must be orthogonal, which means that core and valence electronic
wave functions have to be orthogonal among themselves. On top of that, the core
electrons have a non-negligible contribution to the external potential vext.
In order to account for the core electrons in the external potential and make the
valence electronic wave functions smoother close to the nuclei, pseudopotentials are
used. First of all the electronic wave functions of the atoms are calculated within
DFT. Once we have all the wave functions, we have to decide which ones are core
and which ones valence electrons. We take the valence electronic wave functions
φi(x) and we create new wave functions φ
ps
i (x) which are smother than the original
ones below a given radius Rc. With this pseudo wave function of the valence elec-
trons we will solve the Schrödinger equation in Eq. 2.7 and we will get the potential
vpsi (x) for each orbital channel. That pseusopotential is the one we will use to build
vext, which takes into account the inner electrons of the ion.
The smooth part of the pseudo wave function is non-unique and it is different
for different pseudopotentials. In this work we have applied norm-conserving[49,
50] (NC), ultrasoft[51] (US), and projector augmented[52] (PAW) pseudopotentials.
In NC pseudopotentials the charge enclosed by the core radius in the all-electron
wave function is preserved in the pseudo wave function. US pseudopotentials relax
the norm-conserving constraint allowing for a smoother core part of the wave func-
tion and, thus, requiring less plane waves, yet compromising transferability from
one system to another and making more testing necessary to avoid spurious results.
PAW pseudopotentials have smaller radial cutoffs and reconstruct the exact valence




The adiabatic BOA allowed us to separate the electronic and ionic problems. So far,
we have shown how to solve the electronic part. Electronic degrees of freedom are
responsible for many properties of solids, nevertheless, many other, such us, ther-
mal and electrical resistivity arise due to ionic degrees of freedom.
In order to study the dynamics of ions we have to solve the nuclear Schrödinger
equation in Eq. 1.12. As we saw in Eq. 1.14, the ions move in a potential given
by the previously calculated electronic total ground state energy which is usually
named Born-Oppenheimer Energy Surface (BOES).
The BOES has around 1023 degrees of freedom and it is an extremely complex en-
ergy landscape. The nuclear Hamiltonian is unsolvable unless the problem is simpli-
fied by applying approximations. The first non-trivial approximation we can adopt
to solve this problem is the harmonic approximation, which is a low-order expan-
sion of the BOES in the atomic displacements and is justified by the fact that in many
solids the atomic displacements are much smaller than the interatomic distances[40].
3.1 The harmonic approximation
From now on the ions are not frozen and are allowed to move. The harmonic ap-
proximation departs from the classical picture where the atoms oscillate around their
equilibrium positions. These equilibrium positions are defined as the minimum of
the BOES. In this framework the position of the sth atom in the mth unit cell can be
described as
Rs(Tm) = Tm + τs + us(Tm) = R0s (Tm) + us(Tm), (3.1)
where us(Tm) is the displacement of the atom from its equilibrium position R0s (Tm),
Tm is the lattice vector from the origin to the origin of the mth cell, and τs is the basis
vector that denotes the equilibrium position of the atom inside the unit cell. Once
we have set the equilibrium atomic positions we can Taylor expand the BOES in the
atomic displacements











φ α1...αns1 ...sn (T1, . . . , Tn)u
α1
s1 (T1) . . . u
αn
sn (Tn), (3.2)
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with
(n)
φ α1 ...αns1 ...sn (T1, . . . , Tn) =
∂nU




The number of possible T lattice vectors is equal to the number of unit cells. The
atom index s goes from 1 to Ns, the number of atoms per unit cell, and α runs on the
Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z.
(n)
φ α1,...,αns1,...,sn (T1, . . . , Tn) are the n body force-constants
(nBFC). For the 2BFC we omit the index (2). As a rigid shift of the crystal cannot
change the energy of the system, 2BFC fulfill the following equality
∑
T1,α1,s1
φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) = 0, (3.4)
which is named acoustic sum rule (ASR). The ASR can be generalized to any nBFC.
In principle, the ionic configuration R depends on the three lattice vectors of the
system R ≡ R({ai}) i = 1, 2, 3 and, therefore, the BOES also depends on them. The
Born-Oppenheimer stress tensor can be defined as






where εαβ is the strain tensor. From now on we will suppose that the BOES is defined
for any stress tensor and R0 is the atomic configuration that minimizes that BOES. It
is important to note that the stress tensor in Eq. 3.5 does not include any effect from
the thermal or quantum fluctuations of the ions, it is just the derivative of the total
electronic energy with respect to the strain tensor.
Since we are at a local minimum of the BOES, the first-order term U1 is zero by
definition, thus, the lowest-order approximation we can do for the nuclear motion is
to keep the terms up to second-order in the atomic displacements. The lowest-order
approximation is named harmonic approximation. The harmonic Hamiltonian reads




+ U(R0) + U2(R). (3.6)
We will name higher-order terms (n > 2) anharmonic terms. It is convenient to
Fourier transform the 2BFC with the following general Fourier transform for any
nBFC
(n)







φ α1 ...αns1 ...sn (q1, . . . , qn), (3.7)
where Nq is the number of q points in the 1BZ, or equivalently, the number of al-
lowed T lattice vectors. Due to the translational symmetry of the crystal, 2BFC have
translational invariance and only depend on T = T1− T2. Therefore, only the terms
with q1 = −q2 are non-zero in Eq. 3.7 and the equation can be rewritten
φα1α2s1s2 (q) = φ
α1α2
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where q = q1 = −q2. In the same way we can define the Fourier transforms of the













We will see that these definitions will allow us to diagonalize the ionic Hamilto-
nian. First of all we assume the following transformations with the bosonic ladder
operators












εαsµ(q)(bµq − b†µ−q), (3.12)
that satisfy the following commutation algebra




µ′q′ ] = 0. (3.13)
The polarization vectors and phonon frequencies are calculated solving the eigen-














By using these definitions, the ionic Hamiltonian in the harmonic approximation can
be written as a sum of independent harmonic oscillators[40, 53, 54]












with the following eigenenergies








εsµ(q) and ωµ(q) are the polarization vector (of atom s in the unit cell) and the fre-
quency of mode µ with momentum q, respectively. nµq denotes the occupation level
of a mode, when a given mode is excited to the nthµq level, we would say that we have
nµq phonons of that mode. We will name ωµ(q) phonon f requencies and their dis-
persion with respect to momentum phonon spectrum. The ASR makes Dα1α2s1s2 (q = 0)
to have three null eigenvalues, which correspond to the three acoustic branches at
the Γ point.
Finally, the energy of a total ionic state |β〉 = |n1q1 . . . n3Nsq1 . . . n3NsqNq 〉, is given
by
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As phonons are bosons, they follow Bose-Einstein statistics and the total energy at a
given temperature can be calculated as













nB(ωµ(q)) = (eβωµ(q) − 1)−1 (3.19)
is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. The zero point energy (ZPE) is defined as







and arises from the quantum fluctuations of the atoms at T = 0 K.
3.2 Phonons from density functional perturbation theory
We have seen that within the simplest approximation to study the motion of nuclei
we need to calculate second derivatives of U(R) at the minimum of the BOES or the
2BFC. We can start by calculating the first-order derivatives of U(R). By using the















since the only explicit dependence on the nuclear coordinates of He comes from the
external potential Vext and the nuclei-nuclei Coulomb interaction VI,I . Now if we
compute the second derivative with respect to the atomic displacements we get


























The last equation shows that the second derivatives of the BOES not only require
the knowledge of the density n(x) but also of its derivatives with respect to nuclear
displacements ∂n(x)
∂uαs (T)
. We already know how to calculate the electronic density by
solving the electronic problem using DFT, now we will see how to calculate ∂n(x)
∂uαs (T)
using Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT)[57, 58, 59].
The main idea behind DFPT is to apply first-order perturbation theory to calcu-
late the change on the Kohn-Sham orbitals when the ions displace from their equi-
librium positions. With the change on these orbitals one is able to calculate the varia-
tion of the electronic density and, consequently, the 2BFC. The first step is to make a
first-order expansion of the electronic Hamiltonian, the eigenvalues, the eigenfunc-
tions and, the density (see Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 for the Kohn-Sham problem and the
density)
• HKS → HKS + ∆HKS
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• εnk → εnk + ∆εnk
• |φnk〉 → |φnk〉+ |∆φnk〉
• n(x)→ n(x) + ∆n(X),
where 〈x|∆φnk〉 = ∆φnk(x). With these ingredients we obtain another eigenvalue
problem at linear order
(HKS − εnk)|∆φnk〉 = −(∆HKS − ∆εnk)|φnk〉, (3.23)
and by deriving Eq. 2.20 we get





2[θ(εF − εnk)]φ∗nk(x)∆φnk(x), (3.24)
where θ(ε) is the zero temperature Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Eq. 3.23 is
known as the Sternheimer equation[60]. Finally, the linear change of the Hamilto-
nian can be derived using functional derivatives
∆HKS(x) = ∆Vext(x) +
∫
dx′K(x, x′)∆n(x′), (3.25)
where K(x, x′) is the functional derivative of the electron-electron interaction poten-








Equivalently, as the kinetic energy has no first-order contribution,
∆HKS(x) = ∆VKS(x) = ∆Vext(x) + ∆VH(x) + ∆Vxc(x.) (3.27)
The combination of Eqs. 3.23, 3.24, and 3.25 forms a set of equations for the per-
turbed system that can be solved in a self-consistent way. The formalism we have
described can give the derivatives of the density that we need to calculate the dy-
namical matrices and it is implemented in the Quantum Espresso software pack-
age[16].
3.3 Phonons from the finite displacements method
In this section we will see how we can calculate the 2BFC just by calculating the
forces given by the Hellman-Feynman theorem in different supercells. In the har-
monic approximation the α1 Cartesian component of the force exerted on the atom
at position Rs1(T1) is





We can arrive to that expression just by taking the derivative of Eq. 3.6. The 2BFC
can be calculated as
φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) = −
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by displacing once at a time all the atoms of the lattice along the three Cartesian




s2 ](T1) induced on the atom
at Rs1(T1). Eq. 3.29 computes the 2BFC using forward differences. For numerical
reasons it can be advantageous in some cases to use central differences.
Since the crystal is invariant under translations of any lattice vector, it is only
necessary to displace atoms in one primitive cell and calculate the forces induced on
all the other atoms of the crystal. From now on we will assume that this is under-
stood and put simply T2 = 0.
It is important to point that the 2BFC φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) in Eq. 3.3 are the 2BFC in the
infinite lattice. Therefore, there is no restriction on the lattice vectors T. However, the
calculation of the 2BFC expressed in Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29 can only be done in supercell
geometry. Using the supercell geometry we can only calculate the dynamical matri-
ces at wavevectors that are reciprocal lattice vectors of the superlattice, so, without
further approximations the calculation of the infinite lattice 2BFC is impossible.
Our assumption will be the following: the infinite lattice 2BFC φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) van-
ishes when the separation |Rs1(T1)−Rs2(T2)| is such that the positions Rs1(T1) and
Rs2(T2) lie in different Wigner-Seitz (WS) cells[40] of the chosen superlattice. Mathe-
matically speaking, we are assuming that if we take the WS cell centered on Rs2(T2),
then the infinite lattice value of the 2BFC φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) is equally zero if Rs1(T1) is in
a different WS cell; it is equal to the supercell value if Rs1(T1) is within the same WS
cell; and it is equal to the supercell value divided by an integer P if Rs1(T1) lies on
the boundary of the same WS cell, where P is the number of WS cells having Rs1(T1)
on their boundary. With this assumption, the 2BFC will converge to the correct infi-
nite lattice values as the size of the supercell systematically increases. The procedure
explained in this paragraph is important for a proper Fourier interpolation (see Eq.
3.7) of 2BFC.
So far we have described a method to properly converge the 2BFC to the infinite
lattice 2BFC by calculating the forces in different supercell sizes. For that purpose,
we need to move all the atoms one by one in the three Cartesian directions and cal-
culate the resulting forces in all the other atoms. This procedure gives a number of
displacements for which, the forces must be computed. The number of displace-
ments can be reduced by using the symmetries of the system. The symmetries in-
clude: translations, permutations, and space group symmetry operations. By using
these symmetries many elements of the 2BFC matrix can be related, therefore, it is
not necessary to calculate all of them explicitly.
For example, let’s take the case of space group S and imagine we calculate the
2BFC φs1(T, 0). Then, if the atom 1 and 2 are related by the symmetry operation S,
we can write
φs2(T, 0) = B(S)φλs1 (S)1(T, 0)B(S
−1), (3.30)
where B(S) is the 3× 3 matrix representing the point group part of S in Cartesian
coordinates and λs(S) indicates the atom of the crystal where the atom Rs(T) is
brought because of the action of the symmetry operation S. In Eq. 3.30 we have
made use of the matrix notation by using bold symbols. This procedure is repeated
then for all the atoms of the primitive cell. A similar procedure can be applied for
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the translational symmetry and the permutation symmetry of the 2BFC.
It must be pointed, that the harmonic approximation becomes better and better
as the displacement are made smaller and smaller. However, this can not be taken
to the limit because the smaller are the displacements the smaller are the induced
forces and the level of accuracy is always finite. So, one can not make too small dis-
placements but, usually, a fraction of a percentage of the nearest neighbour distance
is a good compromise.
3.4 Long-wavelength vibrations in polar materials
The formalisms we have described so far are general for metals and insulators and
allow the calculation of phonon frequencies and polarization vectors at any q point
of the 1BZ. However, in polar semiconductors and insulators, the long-range char-
acter of the Coulomb forces gives rise to macroscopic electric fields for longitudinal
optic (LO) phonons in the long-wavelength limit. In this limit, phonons are coupled
to these macroscopic electric fields and their energy is shifted.
The physics of the system can be understood within the Huang’s phenomenolog-
ical model[54] for a cubic lattice with two atoms per unit cell and easily generalized
for any kind of lattice. This is just a simple model to understand the physics behind
this effect. The most general quadratic expression of the energy as a function of the







ε∞ − Z∗u · E, (3.31)
where m is the nuclear reduced mass (defined as m = m1m2/(m1 + m2) for two
masses m1 and m2), ε∞ the electronic dielectric constant of the crystal (the static
dielectric constant with u = 0), ω0 the frequency of the mode without taking into
account the coupling to the electric field, Ωcell is the volume of the unit cell, and the
coupling Z∗, between the atomic displacements and the electric field, is known as
the Born effective charge of the ions. The conjugate variables to u and E are the force
f acting on the ions and the electrical induction D
f ≡ −∂E
∂u
= −mω20u + Z∗E, (3.32)







Z∗u + ε∞E. (3.33)
In the absence of free external charges, Maxwell’s equations give
∇× E ∼ iq× E = 0, (3.34)
∇ ·D ∼ iq ·D = 0. (3.35)
For transverse modes, where the electric field is perpendicular to the phonon mo-
mentum, Eq. 3.34 gives ET = 0 (ET is the transversal component of the electric field),
and Eq. 3.32 fT = −mω20u. Therefore the transverse frequency is ωT = ω0. For lon-
gitudinal modes, where the electric field is parallel to the phonon momentum, Eq.
3.35 gives DL = 0 and Eq. 3.33 gives EL = −4πZ∗/(Ωcellε∞)u (EL is the longitudinal
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component of the electric field). Eq. 3.32 gives fL = −(mω20 + 4πZ∗2/(Ωcellε∞))u.
Therefore, the longitudinal frequency is ωL =
√
ω20 + 4πZ∗2/(Ωcellε∞m). These re-
sults clearly show that the frequency of longitudinal modes in the long-wavelength
limit have an extra term that arises due to the coupling with the electric field. The
formalism can be generalized for crystals with any symmetry and in these cases the
Born effective charges and the electronic dielectric constant will be tensors.
If we want to define the 2BFC in the long-wavelength limit, they can be split into






where the analytic part is the matrix obtained from DFPT, for instance, the pertur-
bation being a zone-center phonon displacement at zero macroscopic electric field.





(q · Z∗s1)α1(q · Z∗s2)α2
q · ε∞ · q
. (3.37)
From Eq. 3.37 we can see that for the nonanalytic part of the 2BFC at q = 0 we need
the macroscopic dielectric constant of the system and the Born effective charges,
which can be calculated within the DFPT formalism explained in section 3.2[61].
In order to have a little bit of intuition on how to calculate these quantities, the
first-principles calculation of εαβ∞ and Z
∗αβ
s can be started from the definition of the

















δαβ being the Kronecker delta. The macroscopic polarization definition must be read
as a tensor equation stating that the Born effective charge tensor of the sth ion with




∂uβs (q = 0) E=0
, (3.39)
while the electronic dielectric constant tensor is the derivative of the polarization
with respect to the macroscopic electric field at clamped ions
ε
αβ




For a better understanding, in Fig. 3.1 we show the ab initio phonon spectrum of
SnS. As we can see, in practice, the correction for the longitudinal optic modes in the
long-wavelentgh limit translates into a different gap between the longitudinal and
transverse modes for different directions in the 1BZ. The reason is that for different
directions in the 1BZ the frequency of the longitudinal modes is different.
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FIGURE 3.1: Ab initio phonon dispersion of SnS including the cou-
pling of the longitudinal optic modes with the macroscopic electric
field (black circles) and without including it (red lines). The LO
modes are denoted with arrows.
3.5 Anharmonic effects in solids
The harmonic approximation allows to diagonalize the ionic Hamiltonian and, there-
fore, provides well defined quasiparticles named phonons which do not interact
among themselves. For that purpose we have seen that we need to truncate the Tay-
lor expansion of the external potential at the second-order within the small atomic
displacements assumption. This assumption seems to be valid in most solids for
temperatures below the melting point, specially for obtaining phonon frequencies
and its associated physical properties[54]. However, the non-interacting picture has
limitations and it is not able to explain many physical phenomena that arise due to
the anharmonic terms in Eq. 3.2. Probably, one of the most representative examples
of anharmonicity is the non-zero thermal resistivity of materials which is translated
into a finite thermal conductivity. Within the harmonic approximation the phonon
basis diagonalizes the Hamiltonian and, therefore, if the system is in an eigenstate it
will stay there forever. This means that the lifetime of these states is infinite and they
can carry thermal energy without any resistance. In reality, obviously, solids have a
finite thermal conductivity. It is also well known that the peaks observed in neutron
scattering experiments have a measurable width, which is inversely proportional to
the lifetime of a phonon. The harmonic approximation is also unable to describe
more basic properties such as the temperature dependence of phonon frequencies
and the thermal expansion of solids.
Anharmonicity can be treated within perturbation theory by calculating higher-
order terms of the Taylor expansion of the BOES. This approximation holds when
the anharmonic coefficients of the Taylor expansion are much smaller than the har-
monic ones. This means that the potential can be described with the second-order
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term of the Taylor expansion of the BOES in the range defined by the ionic fluctua-
tions and anharmonic terms are just a small correction. It can be the case that ionic
displacements cannot be considered small anymore and higher-order terms become
as important as, or even more, than the second-order ones. The origin of such big
displacements can be temperature when a solid is close to melting. It can also hap-
pen that at low temperatures or even at 0 K the harmonic and perturbative regimes
break down in the presence of very light atoms[62] or when the crystal is close to dy-
namical instabilities, as it happens in ferroelectrics[17, 63] or in materials that show
charge density wave transitions[64, 65].
When perturbation theory breaks down one needs to apply nonpertubative meth-
ods. One way of including anharmonic effects at a nonpertubative level is to use
molecular dynamics simulations[19, 66, 67, 20, 21, 68, 69, 70]. This method usually
requires long simulation times and, as it follows Newtonian dynamics, its appli-
cations are limited to temperatures above the Debye temperature. The Newtonian
limitation can be overcome by applying path integral molecular dynamics[71] which
are even more computationally expensive as they require to simulate the quantum
fluctuations. There is another family of methods[23, 22, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77] that
have been developed mainly inspired by the self-consistent harmonic approxima-
tion (SCHA) formulated by Hooton[78]. The SCHA uses the variational Gibbs-
Bogoliubov (GB) principle to approximate the free energy of the ionic Hamiltonian
with the free energy calculated with a trial harmonic density matrix for the same
system, which does not coincide with the harmonic density matrix obtained from
the harmonic approximation.
In this thesis we have applied the perturbative method[18] and a stochastic im-
plementation of the SCHA, the so called stochastic self-consistent harmonic approx-
imation (SSCHA)[22, 23, 24, 25]. In the following sections we will discuss both of
them.
3.6 Perturbation theory of the phonon-phonon interaction
In this section we will see what is the correction that the lowest-order perturbation
theory makes to the harmonic result. We will see that this approximation not only
gives an anharmonic lineshift to the harmonic frequencies, but also an anharmonic
linewidth, which makes clear that the phonons do not diagonalize the anharmonic
Hamiltonian and they will no longer have an infinite lifetime. Therefore, this theory
will allow us to calculate properties, such as, the lattice thermal conductivity and the
phonon spectral function measured in inelastic scattering experiments.
We will name the harmonic Hamiltonian H(0) and we will treat the anharmonic
part as a small perturbation of H(0). With Gα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2; z) and G
α1α2(0)
s1s2 (T1, T2; z)
we indicate the Green’s functions of the total ionic Hamiltonian H I and H(0) for
the variable
√
msuαs (T), respectively. We define the Green’s function in time space
as
−1








s2 (T2, t)〉.The Green’s function of the
Harmonic Hamiltonian is given by
−1
G α1α2(0)s1s2 (T1, T2; z) = z
2δs1s2 δα1α2 δT1T2 − Dα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2). (3.41)
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which is equivalent to
G(z) = G(0)(z) + G(0)(z)Π(0)(z)G(z). (3.43)
In the previous equations we have used the matrix notation and we use bold sym-
bols to emphasize it. In Fig. 3.2 we show the diagrammatic representation of Eq.
3.43. With Π(0)(z) we denote the harmonic self-energy, the self-energy obtained by
G(z) G(z)G(0)(z) G(0)(z)
Π(0)(z)
FIGURE 3.2: Diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation in
Eq. 3.43. The dashed line corresponds to the harmonic propagator.
The double solid line corresponds to the full propagator.
taking H(0) as noninteracting unperturbed Hamiltonian. At the lowest perturbative














Π (0)(z) are the loop, tadpole and bubble harmonic self-
energies, respectively, which have the following expressions
(L)





















D α1α3α4s1s3s4 (T1, T3, T4)G
α3α4(0)
s3s4 (T3, T4; 0)
×
(3)














D α1α3α4s1s3s4 (T1, T3, T4)
(3)





Gα3α4(0)s3s4 (T3, T4; iηl)G
α5α6(0)
s5s6 (T5, T6; z− iηl)
]
. (3.47)
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In these expressions we have generalized the definition of the harmonic dynamical
matrix to the nth order (for the second-order we omit the index (2))
(n)
D α1 ...αns1 ...sn (T1, . . . , Tn) =
(n)
φ α1...αns1 ...sn (T1, . . . , Tn)√
ms1 . . . msn
, (3.48)
and ηl = 2πl/β is the lth Matsubara frequency[79]. In Fig. 3.3 we include the dia-
grammatic representations of the self-energy and Feynman diagrams of the tadpole,
loop, and bubble self-energies.
Π(0)(z) ' Π(0) Π(0) Π(0)(z)
(T ) (L) (B)
FIGURE 3.3: Diagrammatic representation of the self-energy and
Feynman diagrams for the tadpole, loop, and bubble self-energies.
The dashed line corresponds to the harmonic phonons and dots rep-
resent the interaction vertices. Within perturbation theory at the
lowest-order there are third and fourth-order vertices, which means
that there are three and four phonon interactions.
Note that the loop and tadpole self-energy terms do not depend on the frequency
z and they are real. The tadpole self-energy can be divided into optical and acous-
tic contributions. The tadpole optical TO diagram includes the effect of an optical
phonon at the Γ point and it accounts for the relaxation of internal coordinates due
to anharmonic effects. If internal atomic coordinates are fixed by symmetry, the TO
diagram vanishes and does not contribute[80]. On the contrary, if Wyckoff positions
have free parameters[81], the TO diagram accounts for the effect of quantum and
thermal fluctuations in the internal coordinates. An alternative way of accounting
for the TO diagram is to minimize the free energy within the quasiharmonic approxi-
mation (QHA)[82]. For the internal coordinates that minimize the free energy within
the QHA the TO diagram vanishes. These equilibrium atomic positions might be dif-
ferent from R0 obtained from the minimum of the BOES. The TA diagram includes
the effect of an acoustic phonon in the limit of q → Γ and accounts for the cell pa-
rameters relaxation. It can also be calculated within the QHA.
From G(z) we can calculate the one-phonon spectral function as
σ̃ = −2ImTr[G(ω + i0+)]. Note that in the previous expression we have applied
the change z → ω + i0+. Peaks in the spectral function as a function of ω signal the
presence of collective vibrational excitations, phonon quasiparticles, having certain
energies. The sharper are the peaks the more lasting are these quasiparticles, their
lifetime being inversely proportional to the width. A broad spectral function means
that anharmonicity has removed the existence of quasiparticles with definite iden-
tity. This kind of information can be probed with inelastic scattering experiments,
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for example.
We take advantage of the lattice periodicity also in this case and, Fourier trans-
forming with respect to lattice indices, we consider separated spectral functions
−2ImTr[G(q, ω + i0+)] for each q point in the 1BZ. We find convenient to multiply
the spectral function by ω/2π
σ̃(q, ω) = −ω
π
ImTr[ω21−D(q)−Π(q, ω + i0+)]−1, (3.49)
because its ω integral over the real axis gives the total number of modes and, in
the zero self-energy case, it gives equal Dirac’s delta peaks at the non-interacting
harmonic phonon frequencies. Evaluating the phonon spectral function through Eq.
3.49 requires the inversion of a matrix. If the mode mixing can be neglected, we can
get a diagonal self-energy by applying the following transformation





s1s2 (q, ω + i0
+)εα2µs2(q). (3.50)
The spectral function is then given by



















[ω + ReZµ(q, ω)]2 + [ImZµ(q, ω)]2
]
(3.51)
with Zµ(q, ω) =
√
ω2µ(q) + Πµ(q, ω + i0+), where we consider the positive value
of the square root. The spectral function calculated in Eq. 3.51 does not have any
given line shape.
The equations given by perturbation theory only hold when the corrections to
the harmonic frequencies are much smaller than the harmonic value. In this case
Πµ(q, ω) is small compared to ω2µ(q) and it is justified to approximate Πµ(q, ω) ∼
Πµ(q, ωµ(q)), which turns σ̃(q, ω) into a sum of Lorentzian functions.






















Ωµ(q) = ReZµ(q, ωµ(q)), (3.53)
Γµ(q) = −ImZµ(q, ωµ(q)) (3.54)
are the shifted frequency (with respect to the harmonic frequency) and half-width
at half-maximum (HWHM) of mode µ, respectively. In this limit, the lifetime of a
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These are well defined phonons with their frequencies and linewidths. In Fig. 3.4 we




























FIGURE 3.4: Lorentzian and harmonic spectral functions. The har-
monic spectral function is a Dirac’s delta. The Lorentzian has a well
defined full width at half maximum (FWHM) and a well defined en-
ergy Ωµ(q).
within perturbation theory provides two anharmonic properties. A lineshift with re-
spect to the harmonic value Ωµ(q)−ωµ(q) and a linewidth 2Γµ(q) (FWHM), which
does not exist within the harmonic theory.
As we can see from Eqs. 3.45, 3.47, and 3.46 in order to account for the phonon-
phonon interactions at the lowest-order in perturbation theory we need to calculate
the
(3)
D α1α2α3s1,s2,s3(T1, T2, T3) and
(4)
D α1α2α3α4s1s1,s3s4 (T1, T2, T3, T4) anharmonic dynamical matrices.
The straightforward way of calculating these coefficients is to apply finite differ-
ences in the BOES[83] as explained in section 3.3 for the second-order. However, this
method requires calculation in supercells that are commensurate with the phonons
that interact, therefore, they require calculations in big supercells in order to achieve
convergence. Furthermore, the number of elements to be determined is huge, com-
plicating the finite difference approach. An alternative, and more elegant, procedure
for the third-order anharmonic coefficients is to apply the 2n + 1 theorem[84], which
allows to get the (2n + 1)th derivatives of the BOES with the knowledge of the nth
derivatives of the electronic density. The latter method is more complicated to im-
plement[18], but allows to make the calculations in the unit cell independently of
the modes that are considered.
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3.7 The stochastic self-consistent harmonic approximation
The perturbative formalism we have described in section 3.6 assumes that phonons
can be described as distinct particles. This assumption is only valid when the an-
harmonic self-energy is small compared to the separation between harmonic fre-
quencies. There is one extreme case in which perturbation theory cannot be even
applied, it is when there are imaginary frequencies within the harmonic approxima-
tion, which means that the system is unstable within this approximation.
A formalism that can be applied in the cases where perturbation theory fails,
even in the cases where there are harmonic instabilities, is the variational approach
defined by the self-consistent harmonic approximation (SCHA)[78], which has been
implemented in a stochastic framework in the so called stochastic self-consistent har-
monic approximation (SSCHA)[22, 23, 24, 25].
The exact vibrational free energy of a solid is given by the sum of the total energy
and entropic contributions




tr(ρH I lnρH I ), (3.56)




) is the density matrix defined by the Hamiltonian H I
of the system. In the SSCHA ρH I is substituted by a trial density matrix ρH defined
by a trial Hamiltonian H = TI + U where TI is the true kinetic energy of the ions
and U a trial potential. Then, we can define




and by the GB principle we know that
FH I ≤ FH I [H]. (3.58)
By adding and subtracting tr(ρHH) we can rewrite FH I [H] as
FH I [H] = FH + tr[ρH(U −U )], (3.59)
where FH I [H] is the function we need to minimize with respect to H in order to
get a good approximation for the free energy of the system. The equations we have
written so far are valid for any trial potential U . The main idea behind the SSCHA










The uαs (T) atomic displacements are different from the uαs (T). uαs (T) measure the
displacements from the minimum of the BOES R0αs (T) while uαs (T) measure the dis-
placements from trial equilibrium positions Rαs (T). We will name these trial equi-
librium positions centroids. The same applies to Φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2), which are trial 2BFC
and not the harmonic ones φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2). The advantage of choosing a trial potential
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which is harmonic is that ρH and FH have closed analytical forms.






























µ ) is called
the normal length. ρH(R) is the probability to find the system described by H in
the general ionic configuration R. In normal coordinates space, ρH(R), is a product
of Gaussians and the normal length is their standard deviation, which is given by
the Ω(S)µ frequencies. These Gaussians are centered in the centroid positions. Ω
(S)
µ
and εαsµH are the frequencies and polarization vectors that diagonalize the SSCHA





The only parameters that contains the trial harmonic potential are Rαs (T) and
Φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) with respect to which FH [H] needs to be minimized. For the mini-
mization we can apply a conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm and at the end of the
minimization, which is done in a subspace that preserves the crystal symmetries,
we will get the R positions or centroids and Φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2) 2BFC that minimize the
free energy including anharmonic effects.
For the CG minimization we need the expressions of the function and its deriva-
tives with respect to R and Φα1α2s1s2 (T1, T2)
FH [H] = FH +
∫
dR[U(R)−U (R)]ρH(R), (3.63)
∇RFH [H] = −
∫
dR[f(R)− fH(R)]ρH(R), (3.64)



















s2 (T2)−Rα2s2 (T2))ρH(R). (3.65)
f(R) is the vector formed by all the atomic forces for the ionic configuration R and
fH(R) are the forces defined byH





The only non-analytic terms in these equations are the integrals and the actual forces
f(R).
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A possible procedure for evaluating the integrals is to get higher order coeffi-
cients in the Taylor expansion, which is a difficult and time-consuming task. Within








O(RI) ≡ 〈O〉ρH . (3.67)
The set of RI ionic configurations is created according to the distribution ρH(R). O
is any operator that only depends on the ionic configuration and Nc is the number
of configurations we have created. The equality in Eq. 3.67 holds when Nc → ∞.
As we are dealing with a stochastic framework, the statistical error scales as 1/
√
Nc.
The advantage of using Eq. 3.67 is that the gradients in Eqs. 3.64 and 3.65 can be
calculated by getting the forces acting on atoms in supercells in the configurations
given by ρH, which are easily extracted from electronic ground state calculations
thanks to the Hellmann-Feynman theorem[56].
Once we calculate the gradient of the free energy, we can apply the CG method to
minimize the free energy. The flowchart of the SSCHA method is the following. An
initial guess H0 (in the first step j = 0) is made for the trial Hamiltonian. This guess
can be the harmonic Hamiltonian. However, it needs to be stable so we need to find
another guess for materials with imaginary frequencies in the harmonic approxima-
tion. This trial Hamiltonian H0 is used to create Nc ionic configurations according
to ρH0(R). We calculate the energies and atomic forces in each configuration and,
finally, we are able to evaluate the integrals in Eq. 3.63, 3.64, and 3.65. This way we
are able to perform a CG step and a newHj is obtained.
At this point we would need to create new configurations by using the new
ρHj(R). However, this would be very inefficient as we would need to calculate en-
ergies and forces again. Instead, one can use a reweighting importance sampling

















is not far from unity the configurations created with Hj0 can be reused.
We can control this deviation from unity to get the statistical convergence or pre-






can get far from unity if all the weight
constantly drifts from the uniform value, or it can remain close to unity if the con-
figurations spread a lot. Thus, a more reliable statistical parameter to check is the
Kong-Liu effective sample size[25]






A critical threshold can be defined as η = Ne f fNc . The effective sample size counts how
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many configurations are actually contributing to the Monte Carlo average, even if
the ρHj(RI) are properly normalized. Finally, we will consider that the SSCHA min-
imization is converged when the gradient gets so small that the free energy change
is less than a given threshold and the statistical criteria are fulfilled. In Fig. 3.5 we
can see a scheme of the SSCHA minimization.
In Fig. 3.6 we show the application of the SSCHA in a one dimensional BOES
at zero temperature. The potential we have chosen is U(x) = −0.5x2 + 0.5x4 and it
is represented with a solid black line. The second derivative of this potential at the
equilibrium position is negative, therefore, the harmonic approximation completely
breaks down and perturbation theory cannot be applied in this case. We show the
harmonic part of the potential with a solid red line. We have solved the problem
exactly by solving the Schrödinger equation for a particle with unitary mass. We
show the ground state wave function with a dashed black line and the ground state
energy with a pointed black line. The SSCHA results at zero temperature are shown
in blue. As we can see, the SSCHA is able to find a very good approximation for
the ground state energy and wave functions even if perturbation theory cannot be
applied in this case.
3.7.1 The stress tensor in the self-consistent harmonic approximation
In Eq. 3.5 we saw how to calculate the Born-Oppenheimer stress tensor which does
not include any effect from the thermal and quantum fluctuations of the ions. In
this section we will see how to calculate the SSCHA stress tensor PSSCHAαβ which will
include these effects at an anharmonic level.
In this section, the parameters of the trial Hamiltonian are R, Φα1α2s1s2 (T2, T2) and
{ai}. We will assume that R are the internal coordinates and {ai} are the lattice
vectors that define the unit cell. Within the SSCHA, the stress tensor is defined as
the derivative of the free energy with respect to the strain tensor






where we assume that the trial 2BFC are the ones that minimize the trial free energy


















This is equivalent to performing a strain keeping fixed the internal crystal coordi-
nates of the system. In order to compare the SSCHA stress tensor with the BO one,
the SSCHA tensor can be divided into three parts[25]:
PSSCHAαβ (R, {ai}) = PBOαβ (R, {ai}) + PFLCαβ (R, {ai}) + PFRCαβ (R, {ai}), (3.73)
where PBOαβ is the static contribution from the BO stress in Eq. 3.5, P
FLC
αβ is the con-
tribution of the fluctuations to the stress, and PFRCαβ is an extra term that takes into
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account the work necessary to move the centroids according to the applied strain.
The expressions for these stress tensors are









s (T))〉ρH , (3.74)
PFRCαβ (R, {ai}) =
1
2Ω ∑sT
(Rβs (T)〈 f αs (T)− f αsH(T)〉ρH +Rαs (T)〈 f
β
s (T)− f βsH(T)〉ρH).
(3.75)
The last term in Eq. 3.74 makes fluctuations on pressure disappear in pure harmonic
crystals[25], that is why we say that PBOαβ does not include the effect of fluctuations.
The SSCHA stress tensor can be calculated with the knowledge of the BOES, the
atomic forces and the BO stress tensor. The stochastic framework in Eq. 3.67 is also
valid for the stress calculation.
3.7.2 The free energy Hessian and second-order phase transitions within
the SSCHA
In section 3.7 we have seen how to get an approximation for the vibrational free en-
ergy. For that purpose, the SSCHA uses trial centroids and 2BFC and will provide
us with the R and Φ that minimize the free energy of the system. In this section
we will see how to calculate the free energy Hessian within the SSCHA and use it to
predict second-order phase transitions where the order parameters are the centroids
R.
Displacive transitions occur, for instance, in materials with ferroelectric or charge
density wave transitions. In this kind of phase transitions, according to Landau’s
theory of second-order phase transitions[85], at high temperature the free energy
has a minimum in a high symmetry configuration Rhs, but, on lowering the tem-
perature, Rhs becomes a saddle point at the transition temperature Tc. Therefore,
the free energy Hessian evaluated at Rhs, ∂2F/∂R∂R|Rhs , at high temperature is
positive definite but it develops one or multiple negative eigendirections at Tc.
In Fig. 3.7 we can see a schematic representation of the free energy F with re-
spect to the order parameter Q (a particular position of the centroids in this case)
for different temperatures for a system with a second-order phase transition. As we
can see, at T > Tc, the second derivative of the free energy with respect to Q is pos-
itive, and the system stays in the high symmetry phase. As temperature decreases,
at T = Tc, ∂2F/∂Q2 equals 0, and once the temperature gets below the transition
temperature the free energy develops some minima and the system goes to the low
symmetry phase. In second-order phase transitions the process is reversible and the
critical temperature does not change by approaching Tc from below or above.
The SSCHA free energy Hessian can be computed by using the analytic for-
mula[24]
∂2F
















, n > 2, (3.77)
are the non-perturbative nBFC which should not be confused with the perturbative
nBFC in Eq. 3.3 that are calculated as nth derivatives of the BOES at the atomic
positions defined as the minimum of the BOES. In Eq. 3.76 the value z = 0 of the
fourth-order tensor Λ(z) is used. For a generic complex number z Λ(z) is defined as
Λα1α2α3α4s1s2s3s4 (T1, T2, T3, T4; z) = −
1
2 ∑µν




























where F̃ is defined as
F̃(ω, ω1, ω2) =
[
2(ω1 + ω2)[1 + nB(ω1) + nB(ω2)]






(ω2 −ω1)2 − (ω + iδ)2
]
. (3.79)
In all the systems considered in this thesis,
(4)
ΦΛ(0) is negligible compared to the
unity, therefore, we can rewrite Eq. 3.76 as
∂2F





We will define the phonons defined from the free energy as the eigenvalues (Ω(F)µ (q))
of the Fourier transform of






Evaluating through Eq. 3.76 the free energy Hessian at Rhs and studying its spec-
trum as a function of temperature, we can predict the occurrence of a displacive
phase transition and estimate Tc.
3.7.3 Perturbative limit of the SSCHA
In this part we will analyze the perturbative limit of the SSCHA in order to make an
analogy with perturbation theory and understand better the anharmonic phonons
within the SSCHA.
From the SSCHA equations, retaining only the lowest-order correction to the har-
monic valuesRαs(0)(T) (with the subindex (0) we mark that these centroid positions
are the minimum of the BOES) and φ, the following can be obtained[24]










Π (0) are the tadpole and loop contributions to the harmonic self-
energy and D is the harmonic dynamical matrix. From this equation it is clear that,
in the perturbative limit, the anharmonic lineshift of the auxiliary D(S) dynamical
matrix with respect to the harmonic one is given by the tadpole and loop contribu-
tions to the self-energy. It is extremely interesting to note that the SSCHA could be
used to include the loop and tadpole diagrams to the self-energy in materials where
the perturbation theory works but the calculation of the 4BFC is too cumbersome.
Then, the remaining bubble self-energy could be added on top of the SSCHA by us-
ing perturbation theory[86].
In order to obtain the dynamical matrix that comes from the free energy defined
in Eq. 3.81 and be able to predict second-order phase transitions, we need also the
harmonic static bubble






Π (0)(0) ' D(S) +
(B)
Π (0)(0). (3.83)
It is interesting to observe that, at the lowest perturbative order, the free energy cur-
vature takes into account only the static harmonic bubble, whereas within pertur-
bation theory (see Eq. 3.44 in section 3.6) the self-energy depends on the frequency.
This is consistent with the fact that the SSCHA is a static theory. It is also interest-
ing to note that Eq. 3.83 shows that
(4)
ΦΛ(0) is neglected in the curvature formula,
which means that it is discarded at lowest perturbative order. In the next section we
describe a possible dynamic extension for the SSCHA studied in Ref. [24] that can
potentially calculate the lifetime of phonons in the nonperturbative regime.
3.7.4 Dynamical properties of solids and phonon frequencies within the
SSCHA
So far we have seen that the SSCHA is a static theory, which means that we cannot
access dynamical properties, such as, the linewidth of a phonon which makes im-
possible the calculation of spectral functions or the thermal conductivity of a solid.
Within the SSCHA it is possible to formulate a valid ansatz in order to calculate
dynamical properties of crystals. The main idea behind this ansatz is to take the
nonperturbative version of Eq. 3.83 and assume the frequency dependence of the
bubble self-energy. We show the diagrammatic representation of this ansatz in Fig.
3.8. In Fig. 3.8 the SSCHA Green’s function is defined as
−1
G α1α2(S)s1s2 (T1, T2; z) = z
2δs1s2 δα1α2 δT1T2 − D
α1α2(S)
s1s2 (T1, T2). (3.84)
The diagrammatic representation in Fig. 3.8 is translated into the following Dyson
equation
G(z) = G(S)(z) + G(S)(z)Π(S)(z)G(z). (3.85)
This ansatz is justified by the fact that in the lowest-order perturbative limit it
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gives the same result as the perturbation theory in section 3.6. Within this assump-












where Mab = δabma is the mass matrix. As in the static case, we can neglect the













With this self-energy, basically, we get an analogous theory of the perturbation the-
ory, but instead of having harmonic frequencies ωµ(q) we have the auxiliary phonon
frequencies Ω(S)µ (q) and instead of having the perturbative 3BFC
(3)
φ α1α2α3s1s2s2 (T1, T2, T3)
we have the nonperturbative ones
(3)
Φ α1α2α3s1s2s2 (T1, T2, T3). By setting z = 0 we recover
the static limit and these phonons are equivalent to the ones defined from the free
energy Hessian (D(F)) in section 3.7.2.
At this points we can recalculate the spectral function by using the 3BFC given
by the SSCHA. In this case, as we are working with a non-perturbative theory, the
Lorentzian approximation is not justified, and its validity must be checked in each
system. In Fig. 3.9 we show a cartoon situation where the Lorentzian approxima-
tion does not hold. In this case the spectral functions are not Lorentzians and they
can show strongly anharmonic features such as: shoulders, satellite peaks. . . As
the Lorentzian picture is lost, Γµ(q) and Ωµ(q) are not good representatives of that
phonon. The spectral function of these kind of materials can be very difficult to
study from an experimental point of view, since more peaks than modes can appear
or two modes can appear as only one. It is important to remark that even in non-
perturbative anharmonicity is important in a system the Lorentzian approximation
may hold.
The SSCHA has proven to be an extremely powerful method for including an-
harmonic effects at a nonperturbative level. It has been successfully applied in bulk
and monolayer materials including superconductors[22, 87], materials undergoing
charge density wave transitions[65, 88] and ferroelectric transitions[17], thermoelec-
tric materials[89]. . .
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FIGURE 3.5: Flowchart of the SSCHA minimization process.
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Exact ground state wave function
Exact ground state energy
SSCHA ground state energy
SSCHA ground state wave function
FIGURE 3.6: One dimensional example of the SSCHA with atomic
units for energy and displacement. The actual potential and the
harmonic one are the black and red solid curves, respectively. The
ground state SSCHA at zero temperature and exact wave functions
are shown with dashed curves. Dotted lines show the energy of each
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c
FIGURE 3.7: Free energy as a function of the order parameter for three
different temperatures in a system with a second-order phase transi-
tion. The blue line corresponds to a temperature below the critical
temperature, the red line to the critical temperature and the black line
to a temperature above the critical temperature.
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G(z) G(z)G(S)(z) G(S)(z)
Π(S)(z)
FIGURE 3.8: Diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation got
with a dynamical ansatz within the SSCHA. The dashed line corre-
sponds to the SSCHA propagator. The double solid line corresponds

























FIGURE 3.9: SSCHA and harmonic spectral functions where the





The thermal conductivity of solids is mainly given by the electronic and lattice con-
tributions[90]. The electronic thermal conductivity accounts for the heat conducted
by the free electrons and the lattice thermal conductivity accounts for the phonon
heat conduction. In metallic materials with free electrons, the thermal conductiv-
ity to electrical conductivity ratio at low temperatures is given by the Wiedemann-
Franz law and it states that it is proportional to the Lorenz number multiplied by
the temperature[40]. In these kind of materials the two contributions, electronic and
lattice thermal conductivities, are of the same order of magnitude and both need to
be calculated in order to get a good approximation of the total thermal conductiv-
ity. Instead, in insulators and intrinsic semiconductors there are no free electrons
and the heat is mainly transported by phonons. As in this thesis we have studied
semiconductor materials, we will only describe how to calculate the lattice thermal
conductivity.
When a gradient of temperature ∇T is applied to a crystal, there will be a heat
flux propagating in the material from the hot to the cold side (see Fig. 4.1). We
FIGURE 4.1: Setup where the heat (Q) is flowing from the hot (T2) to
the cold side (T1). The figure is taken from khanacademy.org.
will assume for simplicity, without loss of generality, that the gradient is along the x
Cartesian direction. The phonon heat flux density parallel to the temperature gradi-
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where ωµ(q) is the frequency of phonon µq, vαµ(q) =
∂ωµ(q)
∂qα is the phonon group
velocity of phonon µq, nqµ is the perturbed phonon population by the temperature
gradient, κxxl is the diagonal component of the lattice thermal conductivity in the
temperature gradient direction, and Nq is the number of q points taken in the 1BZ.
Eq. 4.1 is known as the Fourier law of the phonon heat conduction and we can see
that the knowledge of the perturbed phonon population nqµ allows the calculation
of the lattice thermal conductivity. The equation that provides the perturbed phonon












and it is named, Boltzmann transport equation (BTE). In Eq. 4.2 the group velocity is
supposed to be in the x Cartesian direction, that is why we omit the Cartesian index.
The first term indicates the phonon diffusion due to the temperature gradient and
the second term the scattering rate due to all the scattering processes, which can be
intrinsic or extrinsic. The intrinsic scattering arises in perfect and infinite crystalline
materials and is created by the anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering. The main
contribution of the intrinsic scattering arises from the three-phonon scattering pro-
cesses shown in Fig. 4.3. There are two: the first is the normal scattering where the
momenta of the three phonons that interact are in the 1BZ
q1 + q2 + q3 = 0 (4.3)
and, therefore, the crystal and total momentum are conserved. The second is the
umklapp scattering, where the crystal momentum is conserved but not the total mo-
mentum, and one of the three phonon momenta is out of the 1BZ
q1 + q2 + q3 = G, (4.4)
G being a reciprocal lattice vector. The normal scattering processes do not create
thermal resistivity but can change the phonon population[93, 90], the umklapp scat-
tering processes do create thermal resistivity. The contribution of these three phonon
scattering processes to the phonon self-energy was studied in sections 3.6 and 3.7.4
and it is included in the bubble self-energy diagram in Fig. 3.3. We will see below
how to calculate the thermal conductivity associated to them using the line width
extracted from the bubble self-energy. Regarding the extrinsic scattering processes,
there are different types and all of them create thermal resistivity: defects, impuri-
ties, boundaries. . . In high quality samples, at room temperature, the intrinsic scat-
tering is usually the one playing the dominant role in balancing the perturbation due
to the temperature gradient.
In order to clarify the effect of the different scattering mechanisms on the thermal
conductivity, in Fig. 4.2 we show the experimental thermal conductivity of CoSb3[94]
as a function of temperature. By looking at this figure we will describe the different
regimes of the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature. At low tempera-
tures (temperatures are always compared to the Debye temperature of the solid) the
thermal conductivity increases and at a point starts to saturate, finally, it reaches a
maximum and at high temperatures it constantly decreases. At low temperatures the
extrinsic scattering is the dominant one because there is not enough energy for pop-
ulating phonons and creating three phonon scattering events. The boundary scat-
tering makes the thermal conductivity vanish at 0 K. Since the mobility of phonons
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FIGURE 4.2: Experimental thermal conductivity of CoSb3[94] as a
function of temperature and theoretical fitting with different power
laws corresponding to different scattering mechanisms.
increases with temperature but they do not see the defects due to their low values
of mobility, the thermal conductivity increases with temperature. At some point,
the temperature starts to be high enough for the phonons to see defects and, there-
fore, the thermal conductivity of the solid starts to saturate. At high temperature,
umklapp scattering processes start to dominate the total scattering and the thermal
conductivity starts to decrease.
As we will deal with highly pure solids at temperatures that are higher than the
Debye temperature, we will only include the intrinsic scattering in the scattering
term in the BTE. If extrinsic scattering processes are neglected, the thermal conduc-
tivity approaches infinity as temperature decreases and decreases monotonically as
temperature increases. Therefore, the thermal conductivities calculated in this thesis
are only valid in the high temperature region where umklapp processes dominate.
Eq. 4.2 must be solved self-consistently. In the most general approach[95], which
assumes that the perturbation from the phonon equilibrium distribution is small,
the temperature gradient of the perturbed phonon population is replaced with the
temperature gradient of the equilibrium phonon population. Thus, we replace ∂nqµ∂T
by ∂nB(ωµ(q))∂T . In the case of the scattering term in Eq. 4.2 we can expand it about its
equilibrium value in terms of a first-order perturbation f EX (which is the quantity
that we want to get)
nqµ ' nB(ωµ(q)) + nB(ωµ(q))(nB(ωµ(q)) + 1)
∂T
∂x
f EXqµ . (4.5)






FIGURE 4.3: Feynman diagrams for three phonon scattering events.
The one in the left corresponds to Pq3µ3q1µ1,q2µ2 , where two phonons col-
lide (q1µ1, q2µ2) to create a new one (q3µ3), and the one in the right
corresponds to Pq2µ2,q3µ3q1µ1 , where one phonon (q1µ1) is splitted in two
phonon modes (q2µ2, q3µ3).

















Pq1µ1,q2µ2qµ ( f EXqµ − f EXq1µ1 − f EXq2µ2)]. (4.6)
The EX superscript of the first-order perturbation f EX denotes the exact solution
of the linearized BTE. In Eq. 4.6 Pq2µ2qµ,q1µ1 is the scattering rate at the equilibrium of
a process where a phonon mode qµ scatters by absorbing another mode q1µ1 to
generate a third phonon q2µ2. P
q1µ1q2µ2
qµ is the scattering rate at the equilibrium of a
process where a phonon mode qµ decays in two phonons q1µ1 and q2µ2. We can









φ µµ1µ2(q, q1, q2)|2
× nB(ωµ(q))nB(ωµ1(q1))[nB(ωµ2(q2)) + 1]δq+q1−q2,G









× nB(ωµ(q))[nB(ωµ1(q1)) + 1][nB(ωµ2(q2)) + 1]δq−q1−q2,G
× δ(ωµ(q)−ωµ1(q1)−ωµ2(q2)). (4.8)
In the previous equations we have written the anharmonic 3BFC in normal coordi-
nates space. For that purpose we need to apply the following transformation to the











For simplifying the equations above, we can rewrite Eq. 4.6 in matrix form
AfEX = b, (4.10)
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For getting the two equations above we have used Pq1µ1,q2µ2qµ = P
qµ
q1µ1,q2µ2 from the
balance condition nB(ωµ(q))[nB(ωµ1(q1)) + 1][nB(ωµ2(q2)) + 1] = [nB(ωµ(q)) +
1]nB(ωµ1(q1))nB(ωµ2(q2)) valid under the assumption ωµ(q) = ωµ1(q1) + ωµ2(q2).
In this form the matrix A is symmetric and positive semidefinite[91] and it can be




δµµ1 δqq1 , (4.12)







where τµ(q) is the phonon relaxation time or lifetime defined in Eq. 3.55. The Aout
diagonal matrix accounts for the depopulation of phonon states due to the anhar-
monic scattering while the Ain matrix describes their repopulation due the incoming
scattered phonons.
Eq. 4.10 can be solved by inverting the A matrix
fEX = A−1b. (4.14)
Finally, with knowledge of fEX the thermal conductivity can be calculated as





vµ(q)ωµ(q)nB(ωµ(q))[nB(ωµ(q)) + 1] f EXqµ , (4.15)
where λ = 1/(NqΩcellkBT).
The main problem for calculating the lattice thermal conductivity is that the A
matrix is, in general, a large non-diagonal matrix which must be computed, stored
and inverted, which makes the problem unsolvable for realistic systems. The sim-
plest approximation one can do to solve the problem is the so called single mode
relaxation time approximation (SMA).
4.1 Single mode relaxation time approximation (SMA)
In the SMA the BTE is solved for nqµ by setting Ain to zero, in this way the problem
is solvable as the matrix to invert is diagonal. So, now, the solution of the problem is
fSMA = (Aout)−1b, (4.16)
which means that we are neglecting the role of the repopulation of the phonon
modes. Within this approximation the lattice thermal conductivity can be written
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as







As we can see, the lattice thermal conductivity can be calculated with the knowledge
of the phonon spectrum and the line width of the phonons, which can be calculated
within perturbation theory or the SSCHA as discussed in sections 3.6 and 3.7, re-
spectively.
The SMA has a conceptual problem that arises from its definition and it is that
both normal and umklapp scattering processes contribute to the thermal resistiv-
ity of the solid. This is not actually what happens in real solids because, as we
have already mentioned, normal processes do not create thermal resistivity. In other
words, the thermal conductivity within the SMA does not account for the thermal
repopulation given by the normal scattering processes. Anyway, the SMA remains a
very good approximation in materials where the umklapp scattering dominates the
phonon-phonon interaction. The simplest approximation one can do to go beyond
the SMA is the so called Callaway model[93], which was proposed by Callaway in
1959 and it is still applied nowadays. Some years ago a very elegant and exact way
of calculating the lattice thermal conductivity was proposed[91] and implemented
based on a variational principle.
4.2 Exact solution of the linearized BTE
An exact way of solving the linearized BTE can be found by using the properties
of the matrix A and the variational principle. The exact solution of the BTE is the
vector fEX, which maximizes or minimizes the quadratic form[97]
P(f) = 1
2
f ·Af− b · f, (4.18)
for a generic vector f. Since A is positive definite the stationary point is the global
minimum of this functional. The variational conductivity functional can be defined
as
κVl (f) = −2λP(f), (4.19)
which fulfills the property κVl (f
EX) = κl , while any other value of κVl (f) underes-
timates κl . Thus, minimizing the quadratic form is equivalent to maximizing the
thermal conductivity functional. Eq. 4.10 can be solved on a grid[91] by using the
conjugate gradient method to obtain the exact solution of the BTE.
This method has proven to be extremely accurate in predicting the thermal con-
ductivity of materials where the normal scattering processes are as important or even









Thermoelectricity is a technologically interesting material property that allows to
transform residual heat into useful electricity[100, 101]. The efficiency of this energy
transformation is controlled by the dimensionless figure of merit defined in Eq. 1.
The thermal conductivity κ = κe + κl is the sum of electronic κe and lattice κl thermal
conductivities. Therefore, a good thermoelectric performance requires a high power
factor PF = S2σ together with a low thermal conductivity.
Monochalcogenides have proven to be efficient thermoelectric materials[9, 27,
102, 103] mainly due to their strongly anharmonic lattice that implies a low lat-
tice thermal conductivity[104, 105, 106, 107, 17]. PbTe is an appropriate example
of potential technological relevance of thermoelectric monochalcogenides: it shows
a high ZT in the 600− 800 K temperature range[108], as high as 2.2 when nanostruc-
tured[12], and has been successfully applied in spacecrafts[109]. In the last years
SnSe has attracted a great deal of attention since it was measured to be the most effi-
cient intrinsic thermoelectric material[6]. Its figure of merit soars to 2.6 after a struc-
tural phase transition[6, 110, 111, 112, 113] at around 800 K from the low-symmetry
Pnma phase to the high-symmetry Cmcm. See Fig. 5.1 for the crystal structure of the
two phases. In the high-symmetry phase the band gap is reduced without affecting
the ultralow thermal conductivity, providing the record ZT.
The phase transition takes the system from the orthorhombic Pnma phase to
a more symmetric base-centered orthorhombic Cmcm structure. The order of the
phase transition is not clear: some works[6, 110, 111, 113] claim it is a second-
order phase transition and others[112] indicate it has a first-order character. A re-
cent work[114] argues that the transition occurs in two steps, where increasing tem-
perature induces first a change in the lattice parameters that later triggers a lattice
instability. On the other hand, there is an inelastic scattering experiment for the high-
temperature phase, showing a prominent phonon collapse at the transition temper-
ature, which suggests that the transition is of the second-order type[113].
The most interesting thermoelectric properties appear in the high-temperature
phase, where the reduction of the electronic band gap increases the number of car-
riers providing a higher PF, while the thermal conductivity remains very low. The
value of the intrinsic κl of SnSe remains controversial, as the extremely low isotropic
0.3 W/mK values at 800 K reported by Zhao et al.[6] could not be reproduced in
other experiments, where a clear anisotropy is shown and the in-plane thermal con-
ductivity is considerably larger[115, 116, 117]. The lattice thermal conductivity of the









FIGURE 5.1: SnSe crystal structure in the (a) Cmcm and (b) Pnma
phases.
Pnma phase has been calculated[118, 119] from first principles solving the BTE us-
ing harmonic phonons and 3BFC obtained perturbatively as derivatives of the BOES.
The Cmcm phase has imaginary phonons in the harmonic approximation[114, 119,
120], as expected for the high-symmetry phase in a second-order phase transition,
hindering the calculation of κl .
In this chapter we study the vibrational and thermal properties of Cmcm SnSe by
including anharmonicity at a nonpertubative level by using the SSCHA. We show
that the phonon mode that drives the instability collapses at the transition tem-
perature Tc demonstrating that the transition is second-order. Anharmonic effects
are so large that the spectral function for some in-plane modes deviates from the
Lorentzian-like shape and show broad peaks, shoulders and satellite peaks, as in
other monochalcogenides[17, 105]. We calculate the lattice thermal conductivity of
Cmcm SnSe by combining the anharmonic phonon spectra with perturbative and
nonperturbative 3BFC. We show that nonperturbative anharmonic effects are not
only crucial in the phonon spectra, but also in high-order force-constants, which
have a huge impact on the calculated thermal conductivity. κl agrees with experi-
ments[115] only with nonperturbative 3BFC.
5.2 Structure and high symmetry points
The Cmcm and Pnma phases are orthorhombic and their structure is shown in Fig.
5.1. The Cmcm phase has a centering in the XZ plane of the rectangular conven-
tional cell and contains 4 atoms in the primitive cell. The primitive cell of the Pnma
phase contains 8 atoms. The primitive lattice vectors of the Cmcm structure are:
a1 = (a/2, 0, c/2), a2 = (−a/2, 0, c/2) and a3 = (0, b, 0), where a (long axis), b and c
are the lattice constants of the conventional cell.
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Symmetry point Reduced q vector
Z 0.0, 0.0, 0.5
R 0.5, 0.0, 0.5
S 0.5, 0.0, 0.0
Γ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
Y 0.5, -0.5, 0.0
T 0.5, -0.5, 0.5
TABLE 5.1: Reduced q vectors of the high symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone of the Cmcm phase. The coordinates are given with
respect to the reciprocal lattice vectors of the primitive cell.








FIGURE 5.2: 1BZ of Cmcm SnSe. The figure is taken from the Bilbao
crystallographic server.
tice vectors of the Cmcm primitive 1BZ are b1 = 2π(1/a, 0, 1/c), b2 = 2π(−1/a, 0, 1/c)
and b3 = 2π(0, 1/b, 0). The high symmetry points and their coordinates used in
phonon dispersion figures are listed in table 5.1.
In both phases, Cmcm and Pnma, the Sn and Se atoms are located in the 4c Wyck-
off positions. In the Cmcm phase this Wyckoff position has only one free parameter
and it is of the form (x,1/4,0). In the Pnma phase there are two free parameters
(x,1/4,z). When the system transforms from the Pnma to the Cmcm phase, the free z
parameter of the 4c Wyckoff position is forced to be in the high symmetry position.
As the Cmcm phase has a centering, this high symmetry position can be 0 or 0.5.
5.3 Calculation details
Our calculations are based on DFT using the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO[16] software
package. Harmonic phonons were calculated within DFPT and perturbative 3BFC
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were calculated within DFPT or finite differences[83]. Anharmonic phonons and
nonperturbative 3BFC were calculated using the SSCHA. For the exchange-correlation
interaction we use the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approxi-
mation and the local density approximation (LDA) with ultrasoft (US) and Projector
Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials, respectively. Due to limitations in the
implementation of perturbative 3BFC within DFPT we use norm-conserving (NC)
pseudopotentials only for the perturbative 3BFC calculation. We use a cutoff energy
of 70 Ry and a grid of 16× 16× 16 k points to sample the first Brillouin zone. For the
harmonic phonon calculations we use a 6× 6× 6 supercell and a 2× 2× 2 one for
the 3BFC. We impose the acoustic sum rule to the third-order force-constants with
an iterative method prior to their Fourier interpolation[18, 89]. For the SSCHA cal-
culation we use a 2× 2× 2 supercell. Then, for the anharmonic phonon dispersion,
we interpolate the difference between the harmonic and anharmonic force-constants
in the 2× 2× 2 supercell to the 6× 6× 6 and we add it to the 6× 6× 6 harmonic
force-constants (see appendix B for more details). For the linewidth calculations we
use a 20× 20× 20 q points grid obtained by Fourier interpolation with a smearing
of 1 cm−1. For the thermal conductivity calculation we use a 10× 10× 10 grid of q
points to sample the first Brillouin zone. We have done calculations in denser grids
to test these parameters. We have done SSCHA calculations using different lattice
volumes. When we talk about the "theory" (theoretical) lattice we are referring to the
relaxed lattice at DFT level. When we talk about the "exp" (experimental) lattice we
refer to the experimental lattice parameters at the transition temperature between
Cmcm and Pnma phases. The "stretched" lattice refers to a stretched lattice with re-
spect to the "theory" in the PBE case. The lattice parameters and the experimental
references are listed in table 5.2. We have only included the effective charges in the
calculation of the harmonic phonons in Figs. 5.7 and 5.6. We have seen that the effect
of the effective charges is negligible in the thermal conductivity. In order to account
for the effective charges within the SSCHA, we include the effective charges in the
dynamical matrices after the SSCHA minimization.
5.4 Phase transition
The group/subgroup index of the Cmcm/Pnma transition is 2, making a displacive
second-order transition possible[121]. In this scenario, the transition temperature
Tc is defined as the temperature at which the second derivative of the free energy
F with respect to the order parameter Q that transforms the structure continuously
from the Cmcm phase (Q = 0) into the Pnma (Q 6= 0) vanishes. As it was already
pointed out[111], symmetry[122, 123] dictates that the amplitude of the transition
is dominated by the distortion pattern associated to a non-degenerate mode (Y1) at
the zone border Y point with irreducible representation Y+2 (see Fig. 5.3 for the dis-
tortion pattern). This means that ∂2F/∂Q2 is proportional to the eigenvalue of the
free energy Hessian matrix associated to this irreducible representation: Ω(F)2Y1 . This
frequency can be calculated within the SSCHA using Eq. 3.76.
The calculated temperature dependence of Ω(F)2Y1 is shown in Fig. 5.4 for LDA
and PBE for two different lattice volumes in each case. In all cases Ω(F)2Y1 is posi-
tive at high temperatures, but it rapidly decreases with lowering the temperature,
vanishing at Tc. This phonon collapse is consistent with a second-order phase tran-
sition between the Pnma and Cmcm. We check that a SSCHA calculation at T > Tc
(T = 800 K) starting from the relaxed low-symmetry Pnma phase (relaxed at DFT














FIGURE 5.3: (a) Atomic displacements of mode Γ1. (b) Atomic dis-
placements of mode Y2. (c) Atomic displacements of mode Y1.
static level) yields the high-symmetry Cmcm atomic positions for the R centroids.
The SSCHA relaxation is shown in Fig. 5.5. As we can see, the z free Wyckoff pa-
rameters of the 4c Wyckoff positions of the Pnma phase relax to the high symmetry
positions 0 (atoms 5, 6, 7, and 8) and 0.5 (atoms 1, 2, 3, and 4). The new Wyckoff
position is the 4c wyckoff position of the Cmcm phase. The error in this relaxation is
smaller than 0.04 a0. Thus, the Pnma is not a local minimum of the free energy above
Tc, ruling out the first-order transition.
Our result disagrees with the conclusions drawn in Ref. [114]. First, because at
the Tc calculated in the reference above, which is estimated by comparing the free en-
ergies of the two structures, the Y1 mode of the Cmcm phase is stable, which implies
a b c Pxx Pyy Pzz
LDA theory 21.58 7.90 7.90 0.4 0.6 0.7
LDA Exp. 22.13 8.13 8.13 -1.1 -2.0 -2.2
PBE theory 22.77 8.13 8.13 0.5 1.1 1.0
PBE Exp. 22.13 8.13 8.13 1.8 1.3 1.2
PBE Stretched 23.48 8.27 8.27 -0.3 -0.7 -0.7
TABLE 5.2: Experimental[6] and theoretical (DFT at static level) LDA
and PBE lattice parameters used in this work. The stretched cell used
in some calculations is also given. a, b, and c lattice parameters are
given in Bohr unit length (a0) and the three components of the stress
tensor in GPa units. The pressure is calculated including vibrational
terms at an anharmonic level at the following temperatures for each
case: 200 K (LDA theory), 600 K (LDA Exp.), 400 K (PBE Exp.), 400 K
(PBE theory), and 400 K (PBE stretched).
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FIGURE 5.4: Ω(F)2Y1 as a function of temperature within LDA and PBE
approximations for different lattice volumes (circles). In the LDA we
compare the results obtained with the theoretical and experimental[6]
lattice parameters. In the PBE calculation we present the results for
the experimental lattice parameters and a stretched unit cell (see Ta-
ble 5.2 for the lattice parameters). The solid lines correspond to a
polynomial fit.
this phase is a local minimum at Tc, and, thus, the transition is of first-order type.
And second, because it is argued that the instability at Y is produced by a slight
change in the in-plane lattice parameters induced by temperature (from c/b > 1 to
c/b < 1), which makes the transition a two-step process. We do not see this sudden
appearance of the instability. In order to compare with the calculations in Ref. [114]
and see whether the change from c/b > 1 to c/b < 1 is responsible for creating
the instability at the point Y, we have done the phonon calculation using the lattice
parameters of Ref. [114]. The result is shown in Fig. 5.6. It is clear that the change
in the lattice parameters does not alter the instability, as expected for such a small
change.
The obtained transition temperature strongly depends on the exchange-correlation
functional and volume, as it occurs in similar monochalcogenides[17]. This volume
dependence can be also appreciated in the harmonic phonons. In Fig. 5.7 we can
see the LDA and PBE harmonic phonon spectra in the theoretical and experimen-
tal structures. As we can see, within LDA, the difference between phonons in the
theoretical and experimental structures is clearly visible. Due to the bigger volume
in the experimental cell, there is a red shift of almost all the vibrational modes and,
furthermore, more imaginary frequencies arise at the Γ and Y points. Within PBE,
the phonon spectra in the theoretical and experimental structures are much more
similar, because the lattice parameters in these structures are very similar as well.
We conclude that the harmonic phonons of SnSe are very sensitive to the volume of
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FIGURE 5.5: Wyckoff z parameter of the 4c Wyckoff position in the
Pnma phase as a function of the SSCHA minimization step. Each
color corresponds to a different atom in a given high symmetry posi-
tion in the Cmcm phase.
the unit cell. The volume dependence of the harmonic phonons also arises in the
transition temperature. Within LDA Tc ranges between 168 K with theoretical lattice
parameters and 616 K with experimental lattice parameters. Within PBE Tc barely
changes between the experimental and theoretical lattice parameters. We attribute
this result to the fact that the in-plane lattice parameters b and c are in good agree-
ment with the experimental results within PBE, while LDA clearly underestimates
them.
The theoretical lattice parameters are estimated neglecting vibrational contribu-
tions to the free energy. In order to estimate the role of the thermal expansion, we cal-
culate the stress tensor including vibrational contributions at the anharmonic level
as explained in section 3.7.1. The in-plane contribution of the stress tensor calculated
at the temperature closest to Tc, Pzz, shows that both theoretical LDA and PBE lat-
tices should be stretched. Within LDA it is clear that stretching the lattice increases
Tc. Within PBE, when we take a stretched lattice to reduce Pzz, Tc increases from
299 K to 387 K. In all cases the other in-plane component of the stress tensor, Pyy,
is very similar to Pzz. The LDA transition temperature with the experimental lattice
parameters yields the transition temperature in closest agreement with experiments
(Tc ' 800 K). The underestimation of the transition temperature may be due to the
approximated exchange-correlation or the finite 2× 2× 2 supercell size taken for the
SSCHA.
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FIGURE 5.6: PBE harmonic phonon spectra with the following lattice
parameters: a = 22.492, b = 8.094 and c = 8.090 (in Bohr units) (red)
in one case and exchanging b and c (black) in the other. We have done
the calculation in a 2× 2× 2 supercell and Fourier interpolated to plot
the spectrum. The effective charges are included in the calculations.
5.5 Phonons in Cmcm SnSe
The predicted phonon collapse should be measurable by inelastic neutron scattering
experiments (INS). INS experiments[124] show a softening of a zone-center optical
mode of the Pnma phase upon heating, which is consistent with the condensation of
the Y1 mode after the transition. The condensation of the Y1 mode was experimen-
tally measured in another work[113].
First of all, in Fig. 5.8, we compare the harmonic phonon spectrum with the an-
harmonic one in the Lorentzian (see Eqs. 3.53 and 3.54) approximation obtained at
800 K within LDA in the experimental lattice (the results below are also obtained
within LDA in the experimental lattice). The anharmonic line shift is large for most
of the modes across the 1BZ. Within the harmonic approximation there are five un-
stable modes: two (Γ1, Γ2) at Γ, two (Y1, Y3) at Y and one (R1) at R. These instabilities
appear when we do the harmonic calculation in the experimental cell, in the theo-
retically relaxed cell only appear instabilities Γ1 and Y1. The instabilities at Γ would
cause ferroelectric transitions[119, 125], but they suffer an anharmonic renormaliza-
tion that prevents it. Y3 and R1 are also stabilized by anharmonic effects. The Y1
mode however remains unstable at 600 K and it is stabilized after the transition (see
Fig. 5.10).
In Fig. 5.9 we compare our harmonic and anharmonic phonons with available
INS experimental results[113] at 853 K. As we can see, we get a good agreement with
the experimental points. If we have a look to the lowest energy acoustic branch, we
can see that the anharmonic phonons agree very well with the experimental values.
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FIGURE 5.7: (a) LDA harmonic phonon spectra in the theoretical and
experimental structures. (b) The same as (a) within PBE. The effective
charges are included in the calculations.
In this case the harmonic result completely fails as it is imaginary at the Y point.
We also get a fairly good agreement in the 25− 100 cm−1 energy range. The worst
agreement appears in the highest energy optical modes, where we underestimate
the values.
In highly anharmonic materials[17, 105, 126, 104, 86], the spectral functions show
broad peaks, shoulders and satellite peaks, strongly deviating from the Lorentzian
picture. In Fig. 5.10 we show the spectral function keeping the full frequency depen-
dence (see Eq. 3.51) on the self-energy, without assuming the Lorentzian lineshape.
The spectral function clearly reproduces the collapse of the Y1 mode at the transition
temperature. The calculated spectral functions show that the strong anharmonicity
present on the phonon frequency renormalization is also reflected on the spectral
function. The anharmonic features specially affect the in-plane modes in the 25− 75
cm−1 energy range. For instance, at the Γ point the Γ1 mode, who describes a vi-
bration along the in-plane y axis in opposite direction for the Sn and Se atoms (see
Fig. 5.3) and is stabilized by anharmonicity, shows a double peak structure and a
broad shoulder (see Fig. 5.10). The mode that describes the same vibration (Γ2) but
in the other in-plane z direction also shows a complex non-Lorentzian shape. The
overall σ̃(q = Γ, ω) consequently has a broad shoulder at ' 25 cm−1 as marked in
Fig. 5.10 (c), which is less acute as temperature increases. At the Y point there are
also two modes, Y2, whose eigenvector is plotted in Fig. 5.3, and Y3, which describes
the same displacement but in the other y in-plane direction, that show a strongly
anharmonic non-Lorentzian shape. The modes with complex lineshapes are those
that show the largest linewidth in the Lorentzian limit (see Fig. 5.8). These modes
have strongly anomalous spectral functions and large linewidths because they can
easily scatter with an optical mode close in energy and an acoustic mode close to Γ.
We identify this by directly analyzing which phonon triplets contribute more to the
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FIGURE 5.8: Harmonic and anharmonic phonons in the Lorentzian
approximation (Ωµ(q)). The length of the bars corresponds to the
linewidth (full length of the line is the full width at half maximum
divided by a factor of 1.5). The calculations are done within LDA in
the experimental structure using SSCHA 3BFC at 800 K and Ω(S)µ (q)
at 800 K.





φ , changing the nonperturbative 3BFC by the perturbative ones,
the anomalies of these modes become weaker. We show the spectral function at the
points Γ and Y calculated with the perturbative and nonperturbatibe 3BFC in Fig.
5.11. This underlines that in the Cmcm phase the third-order derivative of the BOES
are not sufficient to calculate the phonon linewidths and that higher order terms are
important, which are effectively captured by
(3)
Φ .
5.6 Lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnSe
In Fig. 5.12 we present the lattice thermal conductivity calculated with the SSCHA
frequencies (Ω(S)µ (q)) and nonperturbative 3BFC (
(3)





φ . The calculation is performed solving the BTE assuming
the single-mode relaxation times approximation (SMA) (see chapter 4). The thermal
conductivity of SnSe is very low, mainly because the contribution of optical modes
is strongly suppressed by the large anharmonicity and the contribution of acoustic
modes is also reduced due to the large scattering among themselves and with the
Γ1 mode. In Fig. 5.13 we plot the group velocity, linewidth, cumulative lattice ther-
mal conductivity (κcl (ω) =
∫ ω
0 κ(ω)dω) and the phonon density of states (PDOS).
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FIGURE 5.9: Harmonic and anharmonic phonons in the Lorentzian
approximation (Ωµ(q)). We include experimental points[113] at 853
K.
As we see in Fig. 5.13 (a), due to the layered structure of the system, the group ve-
locity is much lower in the out-of-plane direction x, leading to a reduced thermal
conductivity. The two in-plane directions show very similar group velocities, as we
would expect in this high symmetry phase. Interestingly, we can see in Fig. 5.13 (b)
that the nonperturbative linewidth has a similar dispersion to the perturbative one,
however, it is homogeneously higher in the whole frequency range. In agreement
with the spectral function, this makes clear the need for a nonperturbative treatment
of SnSe and yields a much lower thermal conductivity as we can see in Fig. 5.13 (c).
From Fig. 5.13 (c) we can also extract that almost the entire contribution to the ther-
mal conductivity is coming from vibrational modes with frequency smaller than 100
cm−1. Furthermore, more than 50% of the thermal conductivity is coming from the
acoustic modes (ω < 75 cm1) which, looking at the phonon density of states in Fig.
5.13 (d), is mainly coming from the vibrations of Sn atoms. The rest of the in-plane
thermal conductivity is coming from the Sn and Se vibrations at around 90 cm−1.
The situation is different for the out-of-plane component due to its very low group
velocity in the 50− 150 cm−1 frequency range. The rest of its contribution is coming
from high energy modes where group velocities are higher. The contribution of the
optical modes is strongly suppressed by the large phonon linewidths, which are a
consequence of the strong anharmonicity of this compound. The contribution of the
acoustic modes is particularly low, which ensures a low κl , specially because they can
strongly scatter among themselves and with the Γ1 mode. Therefore, the strongly an-
harmonic modes (Γ1, Γ2) provide an important scattering channel for lowering the
thermal conductivity and making SnSe a very good thermoelectric material.
We compare our results with the values obtained by Zhao et al.[6] above the
transition at 800 K. We also include in the figure the results obtained by Ibrahim et
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al.[115] above 600 K (only the in-plane κl is reported at these temperatures) in the
Pnma phase. Even if the results belong to different phases, comparing our calcula-
tions for the Cmcm phase with those obtained in the latter work is insightful because
the thermal conductivity of these two phases is very similar close to the transition,
as expected in a second-order phase transition. We include the measurement by Wei
et al.[127] as well. They show measurements for both phases. We do not distinguish
between the two in-plane measurements of Wei et al. as the difference is difficult to
extract from their data. They measure the phase transition at around 800 K in agree-
ment with Zhao et al.[6].
Though direct comparison should be taken carefully where compared with the
results by Ibrahim et al.[115], the lattice thermal conductivity is in better agreement




φ , which overestimates the lattice
thermal conductivity along in-plane directions. This is consistent with the larger
phonon linewidths obtained with the nonperturbative 3BFCs. The agreement for
the in-plane κyy ∼ κzz with the measurements by Ibrahim et al.[115] and Wei et
al.[127] is good in the nonperturbative limit, contrary to previous calculations that
underestimate it[119]. The calculated out-of-plane κxx is also in good agreement with
the results by Zhao et al.[6], but we find that their ultralow results for the in-plane
κl , in contradiction with the values in Refs. [115, 127], are underestimated. These
results suggest that the thermal conductivity measured by Zhao et al. may have
non-intrinsic effects as it has already been pointed out[128]. In the work by Wei et
al. they measure the maximum ZT of fully dense Cmcm SnSe and it is shown to be
around 1, much lower than the 2.6 value measured by Zhao et al.[6]. This fact also
suggests the non-intrinsic effects in the results by Zhao et al.[6].
5.7 Conclusions
In conclusion, we show that the vibrational properties of SnSe in the Cmcm phase are
dominated by huge nonperturbative anharmonic effects. We show how the collapse
of the Y1 mode is responsible for the second-order phase transition. We verify that
the transition is actually second-order by making a SSCHA atomic relaxation start-
ing from the low symmetry phase and verifying that the system goes to the high
symmetry phase, clarifying that the low symmetry phase is not a local minimum
in the free energy. The calculated transition temperature is volume and functional
dependent. We get the best agreement with experiments by using the experimental
lattice parameters within LDA. The spectral functions of in-plane modes are char-
acterized by anomalous features deviating from the Lorentzian-like shape. These
results will be crucial to interpret future INS experiments for the high-temperature
phase. The calculated in-plane thermal conductivity is in good agreement with the
experiments by Ibrahim et al.[115] and Wei et al.[127], but not with those by Zhao et
al.[6], which show low anisotropy. These results suggest that the isotropic ultralow
values by Zhao et al. could be the observation of a non-intrinsic property. Our re-
sults show for the first time that the inclusion of nonperturbative effects is crucial











































































































FIGURE 5.10: Spectral function of SnSe in the Cmcm phase calculated
at (a) 600 K and (b) 800 K using the SSCHA 3BFC at the correspond-
ing temperature. The spectral function at the (c) Γ and (d) Y points at
600 and 800 K. The contribution of each mode to the spectral function
is also shown at the Γ point (e) and the Y point (f) at 800 K. Different
colors correspond to different modes. All the calculations are per-
formed within LDA in the experimental structure. In each case we
use Ω(S)µ (q) calculated at the same temperature as the SSCHA 3BFC.
















































































FIGURE 5.11: (a) Nonperturbative spectral functions calculated in the
Lorentzian approximation at the Γ point. (b) The same as (a) at the
point Y. Dashed vertical lines correspond to Ω(S)µ frequencies. (c)
Nonperturbative (solid lines) and perturbative (dashed lines) spec-
tral functions calculated at the Γ point. (d) The same as (c) at the
point Y. The calculations are done using Ω(S)µ SSCHA frequencies at
800 K within LDA in the experimental structure. Nonperturbative
calculations are done with 3BFC at 800 K.
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FIGURE 5.12: Lattice thermal conductivity of SnSe calculated with
perturbative (P) and nonperturbative (NP) at 800 K compared to the
experiments by Ibrahim et al.[115], Zhao et al.[6], and Wei et al.[127].
We use the Ω(S)µ (q) phonon frequencies calculated at 800 K at all tem-
peratures. Calculations are performed within LDA using the experi-
mental structure.
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FIGURE 5.13: (a) Absolute value of the phonon group velocity and
absolute values of the group velocity Cartesian components. (b) Aver-
age linewidth as a function of frequency for perturbative (P) (red) and
nonperturbative (NP) (black) approaches. (c) Diagonal components
of the cumulative thermal conductivity as a function of frequency at
800 K for perturbative (P) (red) and nonperturbative (NP) (black) ap-
proaches. (d) Phonon density of states and the projections in Sn and
Se atoms. The calculations are done within LDA in the experimental





SnS is isoelectronic to SnSe and shows very similar electronic and vibrational prop-
erties[129] at low temperatures. Experimentally it also shows a phase transition[111,
112] from the Pnma to the Cmcm structure and a very low thermal conductivity in
the former[14, 130] phase. Therefore, it is expected to be a very efficient thermoelec-
tric material in the high temperature phase, which together with the fact that S is
much more abundant in the earth than Se, makes it a very interesting candidate for
technological applications. Actually, in Refs. [14, 130] it is shown how the ZT of
undoped SnS increases very fast before the phase transition, as in the case of SnSe.
However, as far as we know, there are no experimental transport measurements for
the high temperature phase of SnS. First-principles calculations of the thermoelectric
properties are also absent in the literature, hindered by the unstable modes obtained
within the harmonic approximation, as in the case of SnSe[119, 114].
In this chapter, we propose that Cmcm SnS is expected to be a very efficient in-
trinsic thermoelectric material, as good as SnSe in this phase. We show that the
PF of SnSe and SnS are expected to be very similar in this phase, as long as the
electronic relaxation time is similar in both materials. By including anharmonicity
in the phonon calculation at a nonperturbative level within the SSCHA we show
that the phonon spectrum of SnS suffers a strong anharmonic renormalization. The
phase transition is driven by the collapse of a zone-border phonon. Anharmonicity
is so large that the spectral function of some vibrational modes deviates from the
Lorentzian-like shape as it happens in other monochalcogenides[17, 105]. Finally,
we calculate the lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnS obtaining very low val-
ues below ' 1.0 W/mK. Nonperturbative anharmonic corrections to the 3BFC are
important in this calculation as it happens in SnSe. There is a clear anisotropy be-
tween in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivities. The similarity of the power
factors and the lattice thermal conductivities of SnSe and SnS suggest that the lat-
ter may be an earth abundant efficient thermoelectric material and motivates more
experimental effort to measure its ZT in the high temperature phase.
6.2 Calculation details
We calculate the electronic bands using ab initio DFT calculations within the local
density approximation (LDA)[45] and the generalized gradient approximation in the
Perdew Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization[46] as implemented in the QUAN-
TUM ESPRESSO[16] software package. Harmonic phonons and perturbative 3BFC
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(3)
φ are calculated using Density Functional Perturbation Theory[59, 18]. We use pro-
jector augmented wave[52] (PAW) pseudopotentials that include 5s2 5p2 4d10 elec-
trons in the case of Sn and 3s2 3p4 in the case of S. For the perturbative 3BFC we use
norm-conserving pseudopotentials which were shown[89] to provide very similar
third-order force-constants compared to the PAW result. A 16× 16× 16 sampling
of the first Brillouin zone of the primitive cell and an energy cutoff of 70 Ry are
employed for the DFT self-consistent calculation. For the electronic transport cal-
culations we use the Boltztrap software package[131]. For the self-consistent DFT
calculation we use a 30× 30× 30 sampling of the first Brillouin zone. We use exper-
imental lattice parameters at the transition temperature as we got better agreement
with experiments for SnSe in the previous chapter. The experimental lattice param-
eters taken from Refs.[110, 111] are a = 21.69 a0, b = 7.84 a0, c = 7.84 a0 (a0 is
the Bohr length). The structures of the high temperature Cmcm and low tempera-
ture Pnma phases are shown in Fig. 5.1. Anharmonic phonons and nonperturbative
third-order force-constants are calculated within the SSCHA using a 2× 2× 2 su-
percell. For the SSCHA calculation we use forces calculated within DFT. Once we
get the anharmonic force-constants, we subtract the harmonic ones and interpolate
the difference to a 6× 6× 6 grid. Then, we add this interpolated difference to the
harmonic dynamical matrices in a 6× 6 × 6 grid, which yields anharmonic force-
constants in a fine grid (see appendix B for more details). By Fourier interpolating
the latter we can calculate phonon frequencies at any point in the Brillouin zone.
We impose the acoustic sum rule to the third-order force-constants with an iterative
method prior to their Fourier interpolation[18, 89]. The lattice thermal conductivity
is calculated in a 10× 10× 10 grid. For the calculation of the phonon linewidths we
use a 20× 20× 20 mesh with a Gaussian smearing of 1 cm−1 for the Dirac deltas.
6.3 Electronic transport
Within the semiclassical Boltzmann transport theory[132] the electrical conductivity






















where µ the chemical potential, f (T, µ, ε) the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, and







where Ωcell is the unit cell volume, Nk the number of k points in the sum, and εnk,
vnk and τenk are, respectively, the energy, Fermi velocity and relaxation time of the
electronic state with band index n and crystal momentum k. Our goal here is to
compare the power factors PF(T, µ) = σ(T, µ)S2(T, µ) of SnSe and SnS coming from
their different band structure without explicitly calculating the electronic relaxation
times. We thus assume that τenk = τ
e is just the same constant for both compounds.
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Under these conditions it is easy to see from Eqs. (6.1)-(6.3) that the power fac-
tor is proportional to τe. In the following we will limit ourselves to the analysis of
PF(T, µ)/τe, which only depends on the band structure of the compounds.
Fig. 6.1 (a) shows the electronic band structures of SnS and SnSe in the high
symmetry phase. It shows that the electronic properties of these materials are very






























































FIGURE 6.1: (a) Electronic band structure of Cmcm SnS and SnSe us-
ing experimental lattice parameters. (b) PF/τe of Cmcm SnS and SnSe
for different temperatures as a function of the chemical potential. The
0 value corresponds to the middle of the gap in both figures.
similar because their electronic band structures are basically the same as expected
for isoelectronic compounds with the same atomic structure. The major difference
is that the indirect (the conduction and valence bands that constitute the gap are de-
noted with an arrow in Fig. 6.1 (a)) energy gap (0.45 eV for SnSe and 0.7 eV for SnS) is
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higher in the case of SnS, in agreement with experiments[133, 6] and previous calcu-
lations[129]. As expected, the calculated electronic gaps within LDA underestimate
the experimental values (0.86− 0.948 eV for SnSe[6] and 0.9− 1.142 eV for SnS[133]).
Using these band structures we have calculated the Seebeck coefficient, which
within the approximation of a constant electronic relaxation time it is independent
of it, and the electric conductivity over the electronic relaxation time σ/τe. The See-
beck coefficient is very similar for both materials, but σ/τe is slightly larger in the
case of SnSe due to the smaller electronic gap. Using these two quantities we have
calculated PF/τe, shown in Fig. 6.1 (b). As we can see, PF/τe is very similar for both
materials, but slightly higher in the case of SnSe. This is in qualitative agreement
with the calculations in the low temperature phases of SnS and SnSe[129], where the
electrical conductivities and Seebeck coefficients of both materials are similar in the
low temperature phase. This justifies, in qualitative terms, the same constant relax-
ation time for both materials in the high temperature phase. As we can see, PF/τe
increases with temperature and the difference between the maxima of SnSe and SnS
is less than 5% at 1000 K. The application of a scissor operator to match the band
gaps with the experimental ones just slightly changes the doping level needed to
reach the maximum power factor.
These results make clear that regarding the electronic transport properties these
two materials are very similar in the high temperature phase provided that the re-
laxation time for the electrons is similar for both materials, which is expected for
isoelectronic and isostructural compounds.
6.4 Phase transition
As it was already pointed out in the previous chapter, symmetry[122, 123] dictates
that it is possible to have a second-order phase transition between the Cmcm and
Pnma phases. The transition is dominated by the distortion pattern associated to a
non-degenerate mode (Y1) at the zone border Y point. The transition temperature is
calculated as in chapter 5.
Fig. 6.2 shows Ω(F)2Y1 (T) within the LDA and PBE approximations. As in the
case of SnSe in chapter 5, the second derivative of the free energy is positive at high
temperatures and decreases lowering the temperature. For both approximations, it
becomes negative at the critical temperature Tc, which means that the Cmcm phase is
not any longer a minimum of the free energy and the structure distorts adopting the
Pnma phase. Tc strongly depends on the approximation of the exchange-correlation
functional: it is 600 K for LDA and 465 K for PBE. Our LDA calculation gets closer
to the experimental value, around 900 K[111]. We associate the discrepancy between
LDA and PBE to the different pressures obtained in the transition direction, Pzz. In
fact, as shown in the case of SnSe in chapter 5, Tc depends strongly on the pressure
in this z direction. The pressure in Fig. 3.7 includes anharmonic vibrational effects
on the energy following the procedure outlined in section 3.7.1. For the same lattice
parameter LDA displays a much smaller pressure, as generally LDA predicts smaller
lattice volumes than PBE. The underestimation with respect to experiments may be
attributed to the small supercell size used for the SSCHA calculations (2× 2× 2).
Even if experimentally Tc is around 100 K higher in SnS than in SnSe, our LDA
calculations give basically the same transition temperature for both materials, as
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FIGURE 6.2: Ω(F)2Y1 as a function of temperature within LDA and PBE
approximations using the experimental lattice parameters (circles).
The solid lines correspond to a polynomial fit. We include the pres-
sure component Pzz, which is the pressure in the direction where the
atoms move in the transition. This pressure is calculated including
the anharmonic vibrational energy within the SSCHA.
Tc = 616 K in SnSe in the previous chapter. However, within PBE SnSe does show a
lower transition temperature (Tc = 299 K).
6.5 Phonons in Cmcm SnS
Fig. 6.3 (a) compares the harmonic phonon spectrum with the anharmonic one cal-
culated within the Lorentzian approximation at 800 K within the LDA. In the dis-
played anharmonic spectrum the phonon energies correspond to the Ωµ(q) values
of Eq. 3.53. The linewidth (Eq. 3.54) obtained in the Lorentzian approximation is also
shown. The phonon spectrum suffers from a huge anharmonic renormalization. The
harmonic spectrum shows broad instabilities, which are stabilized by anharmonic-
ity. The volume increase in the experimental cell is responsible for the appearance
of additional instabilities that are stabilized by anharmonic effects. The Y1 mode is
unstable below the transition temperature, but it is stabilized after the transition. By
having a look at the phonon linewidths, we can see that two modes at the Γ point
(Γ1 and Γ2) not only suffer a strong anharmonic renormalization, but they also have
a large linewidth compared to the rest of the modes in the first Brillouin zone. These
modes describe optical in-plane atomic displacements (see Fig. 5.3, Γ2 has the same
atomic displacements as Γ1 but in the other in-plane direction), which are the same
atomic displacements of Y2 and Y3 at the point Y with a different periodicity due
to the different momentum. The Y2 and Y3 in-plane modes also show a very large
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linewidth. On the contrary, the linewidth of mode Y1 is not so large even if it is re-
sponsible for the phase transition (see Fig. 5.3).
In Figs. 6.3 (b) and (c) we show the spectral function keeping the full frequency
dependence on the self-energy. The calculation is done for the Γ and Y points. The
great majority of the modes describe a Lorentzian shape. However, the modes with
a large linewidth within the Lorentzian approximation (see Fig. 6.3 (a)) are those
that clearly deviate from the Lorentzian profile (Γ1, Γ2, Y2, Y3). This non-Lorentzian
shape makes clear that these modes are strongly anharmonic and the frequency de-
pendence of the self-energy is crucial to account for their spectral function. In this
case, as we can see in Figs. 6.3 (b) and (c), the non-Lorentzian shapes of the strongly
anharmonic modes do not create appreciable shoulders or satellite peaks in the total
spectral function, however, their contribution is far from trivial.
6.6 Lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnS
In Fig. 6.4 (a) we show the lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnS as a function




φ for solving the BTE within the SMA (see
chapter 4). In Fig. 6.4 (b) we show the lattice thermal conductivities of Cmcm SnS
and SnSe using
(3)
Φ . We can see that the nonperturbative calculation using
(3)
Φ is lower
than the perturbative one using
(3)
φ for the three Cartesian directions. This result
makes clear that the nonperturbative anharmonicity is very important to calculate
the thermal conductivity in this kind of thermoelectric materials. By looking at the
values of the lattice thermal conductivity we can see that both materials show very
similar ultralow values, below ≈ 1.0 Wm−1K−1. In-plane results are slightly higher
for SnSe and out-of-plane calculations higher for SnS. In-plane results are against
physical intuition as materials with heavier elements are supposed to have lower
thermal conductivity. However, the same counterintuitive effect has been calculated
for the low-temperature Pnma phase as well [134, 129]. Experimentally the situation
for the Pnma phase is not so clear. Recent experiments do not agree in the value of
the thermal conductivity[14, 130], even if there is a work[135] where it is shown that
the thermal conductivity of SnSe is higher than the one of SnS. In our calculations
both materials show a clear anisotropy between in-plane and out-of-plane calcu-
lations in agreement with experimental results[115] for the low-temperature phase
close to the phase transition. Our calculations show that SnS and SnSe have very
similar thermal conductivities in the three Cartesian directions
6.7 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have calculated the electronic and vibrational transport proper-
ties of Cmcm SnS using first-principles calculations. We have seen that the electronic
transport properties of SnS and SnSe are comparable and that a similar power fac-
tor is expected for these isoelectronic and isostructural compounds. As in the case
of SnSe, SnS suffers a second-order phase transition from the Cmcm to the Pnma
phase driven by the collapse of a zone border phonon. We have also seen that
SnS shows a strongly anharmonic phonon spectrum. Many phonon modes have
a very large linewidth and show non-Lorentzian profiles in the spectral function. Fi-
nally, we have calculated the lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnS and we have
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seen that nonperturbative anharmonicity substantially corrects the third order force-
constants. The thermal conductivity of both materials is very similar and ultralow.
Therefore, by comparing the electronic and vibrational transport properties of SnS
and SnSe in the Cmcm high-temperature phase, we conclude both should be good
thermoelectrics. Thus, we suggest that SnS may be an earth-abundant very efficient
high-temperature thermoelectric material. As shown in the last section of chapter 5,
the maximum ZT of Cmcm SnSe is around 1. Actually, this ZT is very similar to the
ZT measured for SnS by Wenke et al[14] for the low temperature Pnma phase. These
results reinforce our conclusions, as they show that SnSe and SnS show very similar
thermoelectric properties, given by very similar electronic, vibrational, and thermal
properties.
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FIGURE 6.3: (a) Harmonic and anharmonic [Ωµ(q)] phonon spectra
within the Lorentzian approximation. The length of the bars corre-
sponds to the linewidth (full length of the line is the half width at half
maximum). The calculations are done within the LDA using SSCHA
3BFCs at 800 K and Ω(S)µ (q) at 800 K. (b) and (c) σ̃(ω) spectral func-
tions at the points Γ and Y, respectively. Solid lines correspond to
individual modes and dashed lines are the total spectral functions.
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FIGURE 6.4: (a) Lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnS calculated
within nonperturbative (NP) and perturbative (P) approaches. We
have used Ω(S)µ (q) at 800 K for both and SSCHA 3BFCs at 800 K for
the calculation in both cases. Calculations are within the LDA. (b)
Lattice thermal conductivity of Cmcm SnS and SnSe calculated within






Thin film ferroelectrics are key for modern device applications[28]. However, it is
known that there is a critical thickness for thin ferroelectrics, below which the de-
polarization field destroys the ferroelectric state[29, 30, 31]. This effect decreases the
transition temperature to the ferroelectric state as a function of the sample thick-
ness[32, 33] and sets a fundamental limit for technological applications.
Layered Van der Waals materials have been proposed to be good candidates to
overcome this limitation[136, 137]. Bulk monochalcogenides studied in chapters 5
and 6 are inside the family of Van der Waals materials, which in principle, could be
exfoliated to get monolayer materials. Actually, it has been experimentally shown
that it is possible to synthesize monolayer SnSe[138, 139]. On top of this, it has
been shown in monolayer SnTe, another monochalcogenide material, that mono-
layer materials can show a robust ferroelectric state with a higher transition tem-
perature than its bulk counterpart[26]. These properties make very interesting the
theoretical study of the ferroelectric transition in SnSe. Actually, in a very recent
experimental work[34], they show how the polarization of monolayer SnSe can be
switched at room temperature.
Thermoelectric properties of bulk SnSe have been explained in chapter 5. As
can be seen in Fig. 7.1, monolayer SnSe has the same structure of the bulk, but the
unit cell only contains one bilayer with four atoms (the bulk has two bilayers with
8 atoms, see Fig. 5.1). The electronic band gap is bigger in the monolayer[140, 141],
due to quantum confinement effects. According to several theoretical studies[140,
141] in the monolayer low symmetry phase, the lattice thermal conductivity is of
the same order of magnitude compared to the bulk counterpart. These theoretical
works show that, monolayer SnSe in the Pnm21 (low symmetry) structure could
have a higher thermoelectric figure of merit[140, 141] than bulk Pnma (low symme-
try). This makes very interesting the study of thermoelectric properties of mono-
layer SnSe in the Pnmm (high symmetry) structure as in the bulk the high symmetry
Cmcm phase is a better thermoelectric material at high temperatures than the Pnma.
Experimentally, there are no measurements for the ferroelectric phase transition
temperature of monolayer SnSe. However, it seems to crystallize in the Pnm21 struc-
ture at room temperature[138, 34], therefore, the ferroelectric transition tempera-
ture must be higher. According to theoretical studies applying molecular dynamics
simulations[142, 143] the transition temperature is around 200 K. Another work ap-
plying DFT and an effective Hamiltonian claims[137] that the transition occurs at
around 320 K. Regarding the thermoelectric properties in monolayer SnSe in the






FIGURE 7.1: Monolayer SnSe crystal structure in the (a) Pnmm (high
symmetry) and (b) Pnm21 (low symmetry) phases.
Pnmm structure, there are no theoretical calculations of the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity, as it has an imaginary phonon frequency at the Γ point within the harmonic
approximation (see Fig. 7.3), which hinders the calculation of κl .
In this chapter we study the vibrational properties of Pnmm monolayer SnSe
and the associated transition to the ferroelectric state. According to our calculations
monolayer SnSe suffers a second-order phase transition to the ferroelectric Pnm21
phase at around 107 K. We also try to calculate the lattice thermal conductivity of
Pnm21 monolayer SnSe in order to compare it with the bulk, however, we will see
that it is not possible due to a problem generated by the two dimensional character
of the system. This last result will be an extra motivation for the last chapter of this
thesis.
7.2 Crystal structure and high symmetry points
The Pnmm and Pnm21 phases are rectangular and their two dimensional structure
is shown in Fig. 7.1. The primitive cell of both structures contains 4 atoms in the
primitive cell. The primitive lattice vectors of both structures are: a1 = (a, 0) and
a2 = (0, b), where a and b are the lattice constants. The atoms in both phases are
located in the 2a Wyckoff positions. In the low symmetry phase there are two free
parameters (x,1/4+y,1/4), and in the high symmetry phase y = 0.
The reciprocal lattice vectors of the Cmcm primitive 1BZ are b1 = 2π(1/a, 0) and
b2 = 2π(0, 1/b). The high symmetry points and their coordinates used in phonon
dispersion figures are listed in table 7.1. The theoretical lattice parameters within
LDA are a = b = 7.94 a0 and within PBE a = b = 8.17 a0.
7.3 Calculation details
Our calculations are based on DFT using the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO[16] software
package. Harmonic phonons were calculated within DFPT. Anharmonic phonons
were calculated within the SSCHA. For the exchange-correlation interaction we use
7.4. Ferroelectric phase transition 81





TABLE 7.1: Reduced q vectors of the high symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone of the Pnmm and Pnm21 phases.
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation and the lo-
cal density approximation (LDA) with ultrasoft (US) and Projector Augmented Wave
method (PAW) pseudopotentials, respectively. We use a cutoff energy of 70 Ry and a
grid of 16× 16 k points to sample the first Brillouin zone. For the harmonic phonon
calculations we use a 6× 6 supercell for both harmonic and SSCHA calculations.
7.4 Ferroelectric phase transition
As in the bulk structures described in chapters 5 and 6, symmetry[122, 123] dictates
that it is possible to have a second-order phase transition between the Pnmm and
Pnm21 phases. In this case, The transition is dominated by the distortion pattern
associated to a mode (Γ1) at the zone center. The distortion of this mode is shown in
Fig. 7.2 and it corresponds to the imaginary phonon in Fig. 7.3.
  y
x
FIGURE 7.2: Distortion pattern associated to the Γ1 mode.
The phonon mode that transforms bulk SnSe from the Cmcm to Pnma structure is
different. The distortion is associated to a mode at the zone border. In the monolayer
the second bilayer does not exist, that is why the mode is at the zone center. This
fact makes that bulk Pnma is centrosymmetric but not the monolayer Pnm21, which
has no inversion symmetry and it is a ferroelectric phase.
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In a second-order displacive phase transition scenario, the transition tempera-
ture Tc is defined as ∂2F/∂Q2(T = Tc) = 0 where Q is the order parameter that
transforms the system continuously from the Pnm21 (Q 6= 0, low symmetry) to the
Pnmm (Q = 0, high symmetry) phase. As the distortion is dominated by the Γ1
phonon, ∂2F/∂Q2(T) is proportional to Ω(F)2Γ1 (T), which can be calculated using Eq.
3.76.
In the bulk, in both LDA and PBE approximations the Y1 is unstable within the
harmonic approximation, which is the typical scenario for a second-order phase
transition. In Fig. 7.3 we show the harmonic phonon spectrum of monolayer SnSe
in the Pnmm structure within the LDA and PBE approximations. As we can see,
















FIGURE 7.3: Harmonic phonons of monolayer SnSe in the Pnmm
phase within the LDA and PBE approximations in the theoretical
structure.
the instability Γ1 appears within PBE but not within LDA. This result again shows
the huge volume dependence of the vibrational properties of SnSe, which was also
discussed in chapter 5. According to this result, the second-order phase transition
scenario only appears within the PBE in the case of the monolayer. From now on we
will only show results within the PBE.
Fig. 7.4 shows Ω(F)2Y1 (T) within the PBE approximation. As in the cases of bulk
SnSe and SnS, the second derivative of the free energy is positive at high temper-
atures and decreases lowering the temperature. It becomes negative at the critical
temperature Tc = 107 K in the 6× 6 supercell, which means that the Pnmm phase
is not any longer a minimum of the free energy and the structure distorts adopting
the Pnm21 phase. The transition temperature is around 50 K in the 4× 4 supercell
and the transition does not occur in the 2× 2 supercell. This supercell dependence
suggest that the calculation may not be fully converged. It could also explain why
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FIGURE 7.4: Ω(F)2Γ1 as a function of temperature within PBE using the
theoretical lattice parameters. We show the calculation for the 2× 2,
4× 4, and 6× 6 supercells.
we do not get a better agreement for the transition temperature in the bulk case.
Our results are consistent with other theoretical works[142, 143, 137], where the
same ferroelectric transition is predicted. From a quantitative point of view, our
transition temperature of 107 K is lower than the ' 180− 200 K value obtained in
molecular dynamics simulations[142, 143]. As already mentioned, the discrepancy
probably arises due to the different exchange-correlation or the smaller supercell we
have used to calculate the transition temperature.
7.5 Problem for calculating lattice thermal conductivity
As shown in chapters 3, 5, and 6, the SSCHA phonons (Ω(S)µ ) are a properly defined
basis for the three phonon scattering phase space and provide an accurate lattice
thermal conductivity. In Fig. 7.5 we show the SSCHA phonons of monolayer SnSe
in the Pnmm structure at 300 K, which is a temperature where the high symmetry
phase is stable (see Fig. 7.4). As we can see, there is a small instability in the lowest
energy acoustic branch very close to the point Γ. This small instability could be an
artifact of the Fourier interpolation, which is needed to get information about the
acoustic branches at very small momenta. It could also be that the lattice parameter
is too small once the fluctuations of the ions are taken into account. In principle, if
we would be able to do a calculation in an infinitely big supercell and relax the lat-
tice parameters including the ionic fluctuations, the problem would disappear, but
obviously, this is not possible. However, we could ask ourselves why this problem
appears in the monolayer and not in the bulk. Actually, there is a very fundamental
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FIGURE 7.5: Ω(S)µ (q) phonon spectrum at 300 K within PBE using the
theoretical lattice parameters.
reason for this. As it is shown in appendix C, the lowest energy acoustic branch in
monolayer materials has a quadratic dispersion as a function of momentum within
the harmonic approximation, which makes it to have very low frequencies compared
to the other two linear acoustic branches. The linear dispersion is not kept in the SS-
CHA phonon dispersion, however, still the frequency of the lowest energy acoustic
mode is substantially lower. Because of this reason we are not able to calculate the
lattice thermal conductivity of monolayer SnSe, as we need the phonon frequencies
at small momenta in order to calculate the phonon linewidths. In chapter 8 we in-
clude a deep analysis about the anharmonic effects on the lowest energy acoustic
branch of monolayer materials.
7.6 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that a ferroelectric transition is possible from the high
symmetry (centrosymmetric) Pnmm phase to the low symmetry (no centrosymmet-
ric) Pnm21 phase. We have seen that this phase transition is different to the one that
appears in the bulk, in which the two phases are centrosymmetric. We have seen
that this phase transition actually happens at around 107 K, which is in qualitative
agreement with previous theoretical calculations. Quantitative disagreement may
be due to exchange correlation or supercell effects, which are very big in this kind
of materials. Finally, we have tried to calculate the lattice thermal conductivity of
Pnmm monolayer SnSe but we have found problems related to the 2D character of
the material, which makes the lowest energy acoustic branch very soft. We will see
in the next chapter what is the effect of anharmonic effects in this mode and its role
on the mechanical stability of 2D materials.
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The discovery of graphene[144, 145, 146, 147] proved the existence of 2D materials
and launched their science and technology. Graphene is already a reality in different
industrial products[148] that benefit from its fantastic properties. In particular, its
mechanical and thermal properties are crucial for many of its current and future ap-
plications. For instance, uneven strength, stiffness, and lightness[149] of graphene
have been used to make stronger but lighter macroscopic objects, such as tennis
rackets, shoes, and so on. Graphene, due to its very high thermal conductivity[150],
has been already incorporated into electronic devices like mobile phones for efficient
heat dissipation.
The understanding of the mechanical and thermal properties of graphene, and
in general of any 2D material, is, however, far from trivial. Even the possibility of
having crystalline order in 2D has been long questioned[36, 37]. Indeed, the root
mean square displacement calculated within the harmonic approximation diverges
in the long wave-length limit, which means that the larger the sample of a 2D ma-
terial the bigger the atomic displacements, preventing any crystalline order[36]. In
Fig. 8.1 we show the atomic displacements of carbon atoms in graphene as a func-
tion of the sample size, or the supercell used for the calculation. As the figure clearly
shows, the root mean square atomic displacements diverge at finite temperatures as
a function of the sample size. Mermin’s theorem[37] proves that, even without as-
suming the harmonic approximation, long-range crystalline order is not possible in
a two-dimensional crystal described by a pair potential. Experimentally, however,
crystalline order has been observed in suspended graphene[151], although it shows
ripples that seem to be intrinsic[152].
Most of the problems related to the mechanical stability of graphene are caused
by the quadratic dispersion of the acoustic out-of-plane (ZA) mode that is obtained
in the harmonic approximation. The harmonic phonon spectrum of graphene is
shown in Fig. 8.2. The calculation is done following the finite displacement proce-
dure explained in chapter 3 and using a 6× 6 supercell. We can see that the LA and
TA modes have a linear dispersion close to the point Γ as it happens in 3D crystals.
However, the ZA mode, with atomic displacements along the out-of-plane direction,
has a quadratic dispersion. This is very clear in the logarithmic scale plot, where we
have included a quadratic line for reference. The quadratic dispersion is given by the
rotational symmetry, together with the fact that in a strictly two-dimensional system
force constants involving an in-plane and an out-of-plane displacement vanish[38].
The mathematical proof of the quadratic dispersion is given in appendix C.
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FIGURE 8.1: Root mean square atomic displacements of carbon atoms
in graphene calculated using the harmonic dispersion as a function of
the supercell size for different temperatures. The calculation is done
by using the harmonic formula for 〈u2〉[40].
The quadratic dispersion also creates spurious divergences in physical proper-
ties calculated perturbativaly on top of the harmonic result. The phonon linewidths
of the in-plane acoustic longitudinal (LA) and transverse (TA) phonons calculated
perturbatively do not vanish as the momentum decreases[18], precisely, because of
the ∼ q2 dispersion of the ZA modes[153]. The linewidths of the LA and TA modes
are shown in Fig. 8.3 (a). The calculation is done applying the perturbative proce-
dure explained in chapter 3 in the potential in Eq. 8.1. The figure clearly shows how
the linewidths do not vanish at small momenta. This yields to the conclusion that
for small enough momentum phonons do not live long enough for vibrating one
period and the quasiparticle picture is lost. Consequently, the thermal conductiv-
ity calculated with the perturbative phonon lifetimes[91, 98] does not converge with
the sample size[153]. In Fig. 8.3 (b) we can see the FWHM divided by the phonon
frequency. When this number is around 1 the phonon picture is lost because the
phonons do not live long enough for vibrating one period. Therefore, the longitudi-
nal and transversal acoustic phonons with a frequency smaller than' 1 cm−1 do not
propagate in graphene. The mentioned region is shadowed in the figure. This means
that sound does not propagate in graphene because the highest frequency that the
human ear can heard is around 10−4 cm−1. The application of strain linearizes the
dispersion of the ZA phonons and makes the linewidth of the LA and TA phonon
modes vanish together with their frequency at small momenta, keeping the phonon
picture[153].
It has been argued[154, 155, 38, 156, 157, 158, 159] that the anharmonic coupling
between in-plane and out-of-plane phonon modes renormalizes the dispersion of the
ZA phonon modes, providing it with a linear term at small momenta that somewhat
cures the pathologies. This conclusion has been drawn by Monte Carlo simulations
with empirical potentials[154, 155, 38, 156] and by using a membrane continuum
Hamiltonian that mimics the interaction among acoustic modes[157, 158, 159]. The
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FIGURE 8.2: Left: Harmonic phonon spectrum of graphene. Right:
Harmonic ZA phonon dispersion of graphene in logarithmic scale.
We include a quadratic line for reference.
square root of the bending rigidity of membranes is proportional to the ZA mode fre-
quency divided by the squared momentum. See section 8.7 for the definition of the
bending rigidity within the membrane model. The bending rigidity is momentum
independent within the harmonic approximation. A direct consequence of the an-
harmonic ZA phonon linearization is the divergence of the bending rigidity as mo-
mentum decreases. Anharmonic phonons expected experimentally should be calcu-
lated from the phonon spectral function. For low energy modes, as it happens for
the ZA mode, the phonon peaks of the spectral function coincide with the phonons
defined from the free energy Hessian, i.e., diagonalizing the [ ∂F∂Ra∂Rb ]0/
√
mamb ma-
trix, where F is the free energy calculated including anharmonic effects and R the
centroid positions that determine the most probable ionic positions[24]. As shown
in section 3.7.3, the phonons given by the free energy Hessian are equivalent to
the phonons calculated from the spectral function in the static limit. We will name
the phonons defined from the phonon spectral function Ωµ(q) "Physical" phonons
and the phonons defined from the free energy Hessian "Physical static" phonons. If
phonons are calculated from the free energy Hessian, as F obeys the same symmetry
properties as U, a similar ∼ q2 dispersion would be expected for the ZA mode even
if anharmonic effects are included in the calculation of F. Actually, measurements
done with helium diffraction show a ZA mode with a quadratic dispersion[160, 161,
162], though the linearization regime may not be seen and substrate effects may be
important. The remaining question is thus, whether the ZA modes really have a
quadratic dispersion, and, if it is so, how the mechanical stability, thermal proper-
ties, and sound propagation in graphene can be explained.
In this chapter we show that a quadratic dispersion of the ZA mode is actually
expected for graphene provided that it is calculated from the phonon spectral func-
tion, and that it is compatible with sound propagation. We estimate F within the
self-consistent harmonic approximation (SCHA). We apply the SCHA in its stochas-
tic implementation (SSCHA) making use of a machine learning atomistic potential
trained with density functional theory[163]. We also solve the SCHA equations in a
membrane continuum Hamiltonian which provides results at smaller momenta.













































FIGURE 8.3: (a) Linewidths (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of
the LA and TA modes calculated using perturbation theory at 300 K.
(b) FWHM divided by the phonon frequency. We shadow the region
where FWHM/ω > 1. All the calculations are done in the membrane
model in Eq. 8.1. (c) LA and TA harmonic frequencies within the
membrane model.
8.2 Crystal structure
The direct lattice of graphene has a hexagonal structure with two atoms per unit cell.
The two vectors of the direct lattice in Cartesian coordinates are the following:
• a1 = a(1, 0),








where one atom is at the origin and the other in a(0, 1/
√
3). Then, the reciprocal
lattice is:
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The reciprocal lattice of graphene is equivalent to the direct one but rotated by 60















8.3 Empirical potential benchmark and calculation parame-
ters
For calculating the forces needed in the SSCHA minimization[23] we have used
an empirical potential trained with machine learning and density functional the-
ory (DFT) forces. The details about the machine learning training are explained in
Ref. [163]. Here we have benchmarked the ability of the potential to account for
the anharmonic effects. For that purpose we have applied the SSCHA method by
using DFT and empirical forces in a 2× 2 supercell and we have checked the anhar-
monic lineshifts in the optical modes at the Γ point. The machine learning potential
is trained with the exchange-correlation in Ref. [164], which accounts for Van der
Waals corrections. For the DFT calculations we have applied a PBE[46] ultrasoft
pseudopotential[51] with Van der Walls corrections[165] within the semiempirical
Grimme’s method. The results are shown in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5. As we can see in Fig.
















FIGURE 8.4: Harmonic phonon spectrum of graphene calculated with
the empirical potential and ab initio. The calculations are done in a
6× 6 supercell.
8.4, the two potentials provide very similar harmonic phonons, or what is the same,
very similar forces. Due to the different exchange correlation functional, there is a
slight offset in Fig. 8.5, however, the anharmonic lineshifts in both D(S) and D(F) are
very well captured within the empirical potential.
For the self-consistent DFT calculations we have used a plane wave cutoff of 70
Ry and a 700 Ry cutoff for the density. For the Brillouin zone integration we have







































FIGURE 8.5: Harmonic, SSCHA and physical static frequencies using
the DFT and machine learning (ML) forces. The left panel shows the
in-plane optical frequency at the Γ point and the right panel the out-
of-plane one.
used a Monkhorst pack grid[48] of 32× 32 points with a Gaussian smearing of 0.02
Ry. For the linewidth calculations we have used a 400× 400 grid with a Gaussian
smearing of 1 cm−1. The interpolation is done from a 10× 10 supercell for the 2BFC
and from a 3× 3 supercell for the 3BFC. For the stress calculation in order to account
for the thermal expansion we have used a 10× 10 supercell. We have used the same
supercell for the harmonic, SSCHA and physical frequency calculations. We have
tested all the calculations with denser grids and bigger supercells.
8.4 Graphene without stress
In order to calculate phonon spectra in unstrained graphene at any temperature, we
calculate the SSCHA stress tensor following the procedure in section 3.7.1 and pick
the lattice parameter that sets it to zero at each temperature. For that purpose, we
calculate the stress in ranges of 0.0005 Å and then we interpolate the result, which
is fitted very accurately with a linear function. The results are shown in Fig. 8.6. The
lattice parameter calculated in this way includes anharmonic effects as well as the
effect of quantum and thermal fluctuations. In order to properly account for ther-
mal expansion, all the phonon spectra shown in this work that are obtained with the
atomistic potential are calculated with the lattice parameter that gives a null SSCHA
stress at each temperature. The harmonic spectra on the contrary is always calcu-
lated at the lattice parameter that minimizes U.
The temperature dependence of the lattice parameter and the thermal expan-
sion coefficient are shown in Fig. 8.7. We include the results of Rowe et al.[163],
which do not account for quantum effects as they are done with molecular dynam-
ics (MD). They use the same potential as we do. For comparison we also include
SSCHA calculations in the classical limit and within the quasiharmonic approxima-
tion[82] (QHA). The classical calculations are done by increasing the mass of the
carbon atom by a factor of 10000. This is equivalent to setting h̄ = 0. Our quantum
calculations correctly capture the negative thermal expansion of graphene up to ∼
750 K that has been estimated in previous theoretical works[163, 156]. Our quan-
tum calculations show a larger lattice parameter and a more pronounced thermal
expansion (in absolute value) at low temperatures. This is not surprising as classi-
cal calculations neglect quantum fluctuations and, consequently, underestimate the
fluctuations associated to the high-energy optical modes (the highest energy phonon
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FIGURE 8.6: In-plane pressure as a function of the lattice parameter
calculated with the atomistic potential for different temperatures.
modes require temperatures of around 2000 K to be thermally populated). Actually,
the classical result approaches the quantum one at high temperatures. This remarks
the importance of considering quantum effects in the evaluation of thermodynamic
properties of graphene. Our classical results and the MD calculations of Rowe et
al.[163] are in agreement (within their error of 0.0005 Å) at low temperatures. A
source of discrepancy could be the inherent noise of the atomistic potential, which
is shown in Fig. 8.8. The minimum of this potential provides the classical value at 0
K. At high temperature, our classical results and the ones of Rowe et al.[163] deviate.
It has been shown that at high temperature graphene may be in a corrugated
state[166, 155]. The fact of being corrugated means that the averages of all the carbon
atomic positions are not in the plane. It can be measured by calculating out-of-plane
position correlation functions. The corrugation is not captured in our formalism as
the centroids are forced to stay in the plane of the membrane. In order to clarify this
disagreement we have performed MD calculation with the same potential at 2000 K.
We have performed MD calculation in the microcanonical ensemble at fixed lattice
parameters 2.465 Å, 2.47 Å, and 2.48 Å. The result with a = 2.48 Å is shown in Fig.
8.9. We start the MD simulation from a SSCHA configuration at 4000 K. Due to the
equipartition theorem, the system reaches a temperature of 2000 K and stays stable.
We can see in the figure that the temperature and pressure are stable. By taking av-
erages, we can calculate the pressure for different lattice parameters and see at what
lattice parameter the pressure is 0. We show the results in Fig. 8.10. As we can see,
our MD results agree with the result of Rowe et al. This suggests that graphene is in
a corrugated state at high temperatures and the corrugation is not captured within
our framework.
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FIGURE 8.7: (a) Lattice parameter of graphene as a function of tem-
perature obtained with the SSCHA using a machine learning atom-
istic potential. Both quantum (black) and classical (blue) calculations
are included. The classical result is calculated setting h̄ = 0 in the SS-
CHA free energy. The temperature-independent frozen nuclei (FN)
result corresponds to the lattice parameter that minimizes the Born
Oppenheimer potential U. Results obtained by Rowe et al.[163] are
also included for comparison. Solid black and blue lines correspond
to cubic fits. The black dashed line corresponds to the quasiharmonic
result (QHA). (b) Thermal expansion coefficient (CTE) calculated as
CTE = 1A
∂A
∂T , A being the area of the membrane. Red line is directly
taken from [163]. Black and blue lines are calculated using the cubic
fits in (a).
In Fig. 8.7 we have also included the quasiharmonic (QHA) result. The lattice
parameter within the QHA is obtained by calculating the harmonic free energy for
different temperatures and lattice parameters. The lattice parameter dependence
comes from the different harmonic phonons at different lattice parameters. Then,
we take the lattice parameter that minimizes the harmonic free energy at each tem-
perature. In Fig. 8.11 we show the quasiharmonic free energy of graphene at 0 K.
The noise is inherent of the machine learning atomistic potential. The lattice pa-
rameter is obtained from the minimum of that function. It is worth noting that this
approximation is not valid to calculate the thermal expansion of graphene due to the
imaginary phonon frequencies that appear close to Γ for the ZA mode already at 500
K. In the shadowed region in Fig. 8.7 the QHA is not valid. These features question
the validity of the results obtained with this approach that yield a negative thermal
expansion at all temperatures[167].
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FIGURE 8.8: Graphene total energy U as a function of the lattice pa-
rameter.
8.5 Graphene phonons
In Fig. 8.12 we compare the ZA harmonic phonon spectra with the one obtained
from the SSCHA dynamical matrix D(S) as well as the spectra obtained from the
SSCHA spectral function Ωµ(q). The main conclusion is that while the dispersion
of the ZA modes obtained from D(S) is linearized, the physical phonons become
close to a quadratic dispersion and approach the harmonic dispersion, as expected
by symmetry. The SSCHA ZA frequencies suffer a blue-shift with respect to the har-
monic ones, but are red-shifted once the spectral function is calculated. Both shifts
are bigger when the temperature is increased, but the quadratic behavior of the ZA
modes is always recovered regardless of the temperature. The quadratic dispersion
is clear from panels (d), (e), and (f), where the frequency is divided by the squared
momentum, therefore, the lines with a quadratic dispersion become flat. We show
in Fig. 8.13 that the static phonons (Ω(F)µ (q)) agree with those derived from the dy-
namical (see section 3.7.4) theory (Ωµ(q)) and are thus good representatives of the
physical phonons expected experimentally. The calculation at 2000 K deviates a little
bit, which we believe it is a numerical issue. Static phonons are calculated from the
free energy Hessian, which is rotationally invariant. Therefore, physical phonons are
quadratic because of symmetry. The quadratic dispersion the ZA mode recovers the
harmonic result for the bending rigidity, which does not diverge for small momenta
anymore.
In Fig. 8.14 we make a similar study for the highest energy optical E2g mode at
the Γ point. This mode is interesting because the theoretical results can be compared
to Raman experiments[168]. By looking at Fig. 8.14 (a), we observe that both SCHA
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FIGURE 8.9: Temperature and in-plane pressure Cartesian compo-
nents as a function of the step number. Each steps corresponds to
0.001 ps. The Temperatures is in K and the pressure in Bars. The
lattice parameter is fixed to 2.48 Å. The simulation is done in the mi-
crocanonical ensemble.
and physical frequencies red-shift with increasing temperature in agreement with
experiments and theory[171, 82]. Actually, for this mode the difference between the
SCHA and physical frequencies is not so crucial. By looking at Fig. 8.14 (b) we can
see how big are the dynamical effects and the effect of the thermal expansion. For
this high energy mode it is crucial to include the dynamical effects, otherwise the
shift is overestimated. The static calculation is done by setting z = 0 in Eqs. 3.86 and
3.78. This means that, for these high energy modes, setting z = 0 in the denominator
of Eq. 3.78 is not a good approximation. The thermal expansion provides a positive
shift at low temperatures.
8.6 Root mean square displacements and linewidths
Even if the anharmonic correction to the phonon spectra may look small in Fig. 8.12,
it has a huge impact on the mechanical and thermal properties of graphene. As
shown in Fig. 8.15 (a), when calculating the root mean square atomic displacement
with the SSCHA density matrix as
√
〈u2〉ρH , the dramatic divergences with the sam-
ple size obtained in the harmonic case are partially suppressed, clearly showing the
contribution of anharmonicity to the crystalline order of graphene. The divergences
are reduced precisely because the SSCHA phonon frequencies obtained from D(S)
that build ρH are linear at small momenta (see Fig. 8.12). Thus, even if the phonons
obtained from the SSCHA free energy Hessian D(F) are quadratic, the fact that the
density matrix used to compute thermodynamic properties is built with linearized
phonons is responsible for reducing the divergences.
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FIGURE 8.10: SSCHA and MD in-plane pressure as a function of the
lattice parameter at 2000 K. The results of Rowe et al. is included as a
vertical line.
The SSCHA phonon frequencies obtained from D(S) also provide an appropriate
basis to calculate phonon linewidths[24, 89]. The results presented in Fig. 8.15 (b)
clearly show that the linearization of the SSCHA frequencies dramatically changes
the linewidth of the LA and TA modes at small momenta by making them smaller as
momentum decreases. This result recovers the quasiparticle picture for these modes.
Similar results are obtained in Ref. [153]. However, in this chapter linewidths of LA
and TA modes at small momenta only vanish when strain is applied. Somewhat
strain has an analogous effect to anharmonicity by linearizing the ZA dispersion.
The problem is that strain linearizes physical phonons. We show here that there is no
need of strain to have physically well-defined phonon linewidths. Anharmonicity is
responsible for it.
8.7 SCHA applied to a continuum membrane Hamiltonian
In order to obtain results at very small momenta and reinforce the conclusions drawn
with the atomistic calculations with the machine learning potential, we also solve
the SCHA equations in a continuum membrane Hamiltonian. This model has been
widely used in the literature to describe graphene as an elastic membrane as well as
to account for the coupling between in-plane and out-of plane acoustic modes[157,
158, 159]. The most general rotationally invariant continuum model potential for
phonons in free-standing 2D membranes up to the fourth-order with respect to the
98 Chapter 8. 2D materials: Graphene























FIGURE 8.11: Quasiharmonic free energy of graphene at 0 K.














+ Cijkl∂iuj∂ku · ∂lu +
Cijkl
4
∂iu · ∂ju∂ku · ∂lu]. (8.1)
u(x) and h(x) are the in-plane and out-of-plane displacement fields, respectively,
and x is the 2D position vector in the membrane. κ is the bending rigidity of the
membrane and the tensor Cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk) contains Lame’s coeffi-
cients, λ and µ, and Kronecker deltas. As it is a continuum model it only accounts for
acoustic modes and the second-order terms in the potential are the harmonic terms.





(φLA(q)/ρ, and ωTA(q) =
√
φTA(q)/ρ, where ρ is the mass density
of the membrane and φZA(q) = κ|q|4, φLA(q) = (λ + µ)|q|2, and φTA(q) = µ|q|2
are the harmonic 2BFC. LA and TA correspond to the in-plane longitudinal and
transversal phonons and ZA corresponds to the out-of-plane phonons. The higher-
order terms account for the phonon-phonon anharmonic interactions. The ther-
mal expansion is included in this formalism by changing the in-plane derivatives
∂iuj → ∂iuj + δijδa, with δa = (a − a0)a0, a0 being the lattice parameter that mini-
mizes U.
It is not possible to apply the SCHA analytically in Eq. 8.1. As far as we know,
the simplest approximation that allows applying the SCHA analytically is to neglect
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T = 2000 K
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T = 2000 K
FIGURE 8.12: Harmonic ZA phonon spectra in logarithmic scale to-
gether with the SSCHA phonons, D(S), (labeled as “SSCHA”) and
those obtained from the phonon spectral function, Ωµ(q), (labeled
as “Physical”). Results at 0 K (a), 300 K (b), and 2000 K (c) are shown.
(d), (e) and (f) show the frequency divided by the squared momen-
tum. The dispersion corresponds to the ΓM direction. For reference,
the M point is at 1.4662 −1 at 0 K, at 1.4671 −1 at 300 K, and at 1.4652
−1 at 2000 K. The harmonic result (solid black) is computed at the
lattice parameter that minimizes U, while the other results include
thermal expansion (see Fig. 8.7). The dashed black lines correspond
to harmonic calculations including thermal expansion (TE). All these
calculations are performed with the machine learning atomistic po-
tential.
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T = 2000 Kc)
FIGURE 8.13: Harmonic, SSCHA, and physical phonons (static and
dynamic) calculated at 0 K (a), 300 K (b), and 2000 K (c).















By Fourier transforming this potential in q space and applying Eq. 3.59, we arrive to
the SCHA equations (see appendix A for further derivations)
∂F
∂δa
= 0→ δa = − 1
4Ω ∑q
|q|2g[Ω(S)ZA(q)], (8.3)
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FIGURE 8.14: (a) SCHA and physical E2g phonon frequency shift
as a function of temperature. We include experimental results in
graphene[168] and graphite[169, 170]. (b) The same as (a) without
experiments and including the physical phonons without thermal ex-
pansion (Physical NTE) and the physical static phonons.
∂F
∂ΦZA(q)
= 0→ ΦZA(q) = κ|q|4 + 2δa(λ+µ)|q|2 +
λ + 2µ
2Ω ∑k
g[Ω(S)ZA(k)][|q|2|k|2 + 2(q ·k)2].
(8.4)
ΦZA(q) are the SCHA 2BFC that correspond to the out-of-plane modes and the fre-
quencies are Ω(S)ZA(q) =
√
ΦZA(q)/ρ. The function g is defined as
g(x) = coth(x/2T)/2ρx, T being the temperature. Already from Eq. 8.4 it can be
seen that the non-zero δa provides the SCHA frequency with a linear term. By insert-
ing Eq. 8.3 in Eq. 8.4 the SCHA 2BFC can be written as ΦZA(q) = κ|q|4 + γ|q|2. The
expression for γ is given in appendix A. Therefore, we have shown that the SCHA
flexural acoustic (ZA) modes have a linear dispersion close to the point Γ.
For calculating the physical static phonons, given by the second derivative of the
free energy, an analogous formula to Eq. 3.76 can be found within the membrane
formalism (see appendix A). By applying this formula we arrive to the following
expression for the physical 2BFC at T = 0




















1 + s2 + y]
. (8.7)
The positive number σ makes the linear term in the physical phonon frequencies
40% smaller than in the SCHA case, however, it does not remove it. Actually, it can
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be argued that this non-zero linear term in the physical static frequencies arises be-
cause the potential in Eq. 8.2 is not rotationally invariant. In order to clarify these
results we have applied the SCHA numerically in the full potential.
By taking the full potential in Eq. 8.1, Fourier transforming it and applying Eq.
3.59 we arrive to the SCHA equations for the rotationally invariant membrane
∂F (V)
∂δa
= 0 = 2Ω(2δa + 3δa2 + δa3)(λ + µ) +
1
2 ∑q




g[Ω(S)LA(q)][2(1 + δa)(λ + 2µ)|q|2 + 2(1 + δa)(λ + µ)|q|2]+
1
2 ∑q
g[Ω(S)TA(q)][2(1 + δa)µ|q|2 + 2(1 + δa/2)(λ + µ)|q|2], (8.8)
ΦZA(q) = κ|q|4 + 2(1+ δa/2)δa(λ+µ)|q|2 +
λ + 2µ
2Ω ∑k





TA(k)]}[λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2], (8.9)




g[Ω(S)ZA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
1
4Ω ∑k
{4g[Ω(S)TA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂)+
2g[Ω(S)TA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
2g[Ω(S)LA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
4g[Ω(S)LA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂ · k̂)} (8.10)
and,




g[Ω(S)ZA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
1
4Ω ∑k
{4g[Ω(S)TA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂⊥)]+
4g[Ω(S)LA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂)+
2g[Ω(S)TA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]}. (8.11)
We have solved these equation by using the Newton-Raphson method[172] in a cir-
cular discretized grid of 60× 60 q points. The results are shown in Fig. 8.16. All con-
clusions drawn with the atomistic model are confirmed and put in solid grounds.
Again the ZA phonons obtained from the SCHA force constants get linearized at
small momenta and the linearization is bigger for higher temperatures. These results
are consistent with the anharmonic linearization obtained for this mode in previous
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calculations[157, 158, 159]. However, when the phonons are calculated from the free
energy Hessian, the ZA phonon frequencies get basically on top of the harmonic val-
ues recovering a quadratic dispersion. This means that the physical phonons have
a quadratic dispersion for small momenta in an unstrained membrane, as it is ex-
pected by symmetry. We also show that accounting correctly for the thermal expan-
sion is crucial to recover the ∼ q2 behavior as shown in Fig. 8.16 (b). The membrane
potential is able to capture the negative thermal expansion at small temperatures,
as it is shown in Fig. 8.17. Finally, it is important to remark that a fully rotationally
invariant potential is needed to recover the quadratic dispersion (see Fig. 8.16 (b)).
If the last three terms in Eq. 8.1 are neglected, which breaks the rotational symmetry
of the potential, the quadratic dispersion is not recovered. This means that it is very
important to keep these terms in the potential to correctly estimate the mechanical
properties of membranes even if they are usually neglected[157, 158, 159].
In Fig. 8.18 we show the linewidths of the LA and TA modes calculated within
the membrane model. The linewidths are calculated with the formalism applied in
the atomistic case, as explained in section 3.7.4. It is a dynamical extension of the
physical static phonons for which the equations are given in appendix A. We also
include the atomistic results for comparison. The results clearly show that the lin-
earization of the SCHA frequencies dramatically changes the linewidth of the LA
and TA modes at small momenta by making them smaller as momentum decreases.
This result is equivalent in the atomistic case. When the ratio between the FWHM
and the frequency of the mode is 1 or bigger, the quasiparticle picture is lost. Ac-
cording to our calculations in Fig. 8.18 (b) this value is reached in the 0.001-0.002
Å−1 momentum range when the linewidth is calculated within perturbation theory.
We shadow the region where the membrane LA mode is not well defined. How-
ever, when the linewidth is calculated within the SCHA, the ratio never gets bigger
than 0.05. These results recover the quasiparticle picture for these modes and are
in agreement with experiments[173], where they clearly see that in this momentum
range (0.001-0.002Å−1) the quasiparticle picture is hold. It also means that sound
can propagate in graphene, which does not happen within perturbation theory. We
can also see that atomistic and membrane results are in very good agreement. This
means that the simple input parameters of the membrane model are able to fully
capture the anharmonicity of acoustic modes in graphene.
In the last part of this section we will prove that neglecting the fourth-order ten-
sor in the SSCHA self-energy and assuming the Lorentzian approximation are good
approximations. For studying the effect of the fourth-order tensor in the SSCHA






























2 + . . . , (8.12)
and we calculate the contribution of the term containing the fourth-order tensor to
the linewidth. We also calculate the spectral function with and without including the
frequency dependence of the self energy. We show the results in Fig. 8.19. The figure
clearly shows that the contribution of the fourth-order tensor is at least one order of
magnitude smaller than the main term and, what it is more important, it also decays
as momentum decreases. The figure also shows that the Lorentzian approximation
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is justified for the acoustic modes in graphene.
8.8 Conclusions
In conclusion, we show that anharmonic effects are crucial to mechanically stabilize
graphene and to guarantee its phonon modes make physical sense and propagate
sound at small momenta. Moreover, we determine that, despite the relevance of
anharmonic effects, the out-of-plane acoustic modes should show a quadratic dis-
persion experimentally. This recovers the harmonic results for the bending rigidity,
which does not diverge as momentum decreases. We estimate anharmonic effects
within the self-consistent harmonic approximation both with an atomistic machine
learning potential and with a membrane model, obtaining consistent results in both
cases. Our results show how all the divergences in the atomic displacements reduce
and sound can propagate in graphene. These conclusions can be extrapolated to any
strictly 2D material and will have a large impact on the understanding if their me-
chanical and thermal properties.
In this chapter we have worked with flat graphene, which means that all the av-
erages of the atomic positions are not displaced in the out-of-plane direction. This
symmetry is enforced in the SSCHA minimization as well. However, we have seen
that, at high temperature, MD calculations predict a corrugated state. As our cal-
culations suggest that flat graphene is stable at high temperature, there could be a
first-order phase transition from the flat to the corrugated state. This is a very inter-
esting future research line.
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FIGURE 8.15: (a) Root mean square atomic displacement of carbon
atoms in graphene calculated using the harmonic and the SSCHA
density matrices. The harmonic result is always computed at the lat-
tice parameter that minimizes U, while the SSCHA results include
thermal expansion (see Fig. 8.7). (b) Linewidths (full width at half
maximum) of LA and TA phonon modes at 300 K calculated within
perturbation theory and the SSCHA. Results in both figures are ob-
tained with the machine learning atomistic potential.
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Physical static T=0 K
SCHA T=300 K
Physical static T=300 K
SCHA T=300 K NTE

















SCHA RI T=0 K
Physical static RI T=0 K
SCHA No RI T=0 K
Physical static No RI T=0 K
a)
b)
FIGURE 8.16: (a) Frequency of the ZA mode divided by the squared
momentum in the harmonic approximation, within the SCHA and
obtained from the Hessian of the SCHA (labeled as “Physical static”)
at 0 K in the membrane model. We name rotationally invariant (RI)
the results considering the full potential in Eq. 8.1. We name no ro-
tationally invariant (No RI) the results neglecting the last three terms
in Eq. 8.1. (b) Frequency of the ZA mode in the harmonic approxima-
tion, within the SCHA and obtained from the Hessian of the SCHA
at 0 K and 300 K in the membrane model. We also include the SCHA
and physical phonons at 300 K without considering thermal expan-
sion (NTE).
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FIGURE 8.18: (a) Atomistic and membrane linewidths calculated
within the SSCHA and within perturbation theory at 300 K. (b) Mem-
brane linewidths at 300 K divided by the phonon frequency calcu-
lated within the SCHA and perturbation theory.
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Without ω dependence (Lorentzian)
b)
FIGURE 8.19: (a) SCHA Linewidth (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) contribution of the term containing the fourth-order tensor
of the LA mode calculated in the membrane model at 100 K. The value
of the smearing is in the legend. (b) Spectral function of the LA mode
with momentum 0.01 Å−1 at 100 K with and without considering the




The main goal of this thesis was to understand and predict the phase transitions that
occur in thermoelectric materials SnSe and SnS. Another purpose was to calculate
the lattice thermal conductivity in these materials to understand the experimental
results and find the origin of such low thermal conduction.
We have seen that both SnSe and SnS suffer second-order phase transitions from
the low symmetry low temperature Pnma phase to the high symmetry high temper-
ature Cmcm phase. This means that they suffer continuous displacive phase transi-
tions. As it is expected in a second-order phase transition, the thermal conductivity
is very similar for both phases close to the transition temperature. This, together
with the fact that the Cmcm phase has a higher PF due to a smaller band gap, makes
these materials show the maximum ZT just after the phase transition. Therefore, the
role of the phase transition is key for having a high thermoelectric efficiency.
The thermal conductivity of both materials is ultralow, around 0.3-1.0 W/mK at
around 800 K. We have seen that the main contribution to the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity comes from the acoustic modes. Their values are low due to the high anhar-
monicity of the material and low group velocities. Perturbation theory breaks down
in the calculation of second-order and high-order force-constants and the inclusion
of anharmonicity at a nonpertubative level is crucial for a proper description of the
lattice thermal conductivity. We have seen that we only get results in agreement
with experiments when we include anharmonic effects at a nonperturbative level. It
is the first time that lattice thermal conductivity is calculated in a nonperturbative
way and we have shown that the contribution of higher-order nBFC (n>3) is crucial.
From a qualitative point of view our transition temperature Tc calculations are in
agreement with experiments. We have seen that disagreement with experiments is
not negligible. This happens because the vibrational properties are very sensitive to
the volume of the unit cell.
Regarding the lattice thermal conductivity we get a very good agreement with
experimental results and this has helped clarifying many experimental uncertainties.
In the work by Zhao et al.[6] they showed ultralow and isotropic values of the lattice
thermal conductivity, lower than our calculations for the in-plane results. These re-
sults led to ZTmax = 2.6, the maximum ZT so far. Later experiments[115, 127] have
shown that the in-plane thermal conductivity is higher and are in good agreement
with our results. It seems that the origin of the low in-plane lattice thermal conduc-
tivity of Zhao et al. is due to Sn vacancies. The experimental works have shown
that, due to the higher in-plane lattice thermal conductivity, the ZTmax of intrinsic
SnSe is around 1. Our calculations suggest that SnSe and SnS have very similar ther-
moelectric properties and, therefore, SnS may be an efficient thermoelectric material
in the high temperature phase. This is also partially supported by experiments as
both systems seem to have very similar ZTs in the low temperature phase close to
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the phase transition. Of course, this is not true if we consider the results by Zhao et
al.
Another important conclusion of this thesis is related to the experimental mea-
surement of the phonon spectral function. We have seen that the Lorentzian approx-
imation breaks down for some vibrational modes in SnSe and SnS. This is in princi-
ple not an unexpected result as we have shown that they are strongly anharmonic
materials. The breakdown of the Lorentzian approximation given by the strong an-
harmonicity creates shoulders and double peaks in the phonon spectral function,
which makes it more difficult to interpret. These results are key for the understand-
ing of future inelastic scattering experiments in this kind of materials.
Another purpose of this thesis was to study the ferroelectric phase transition and
thermal conductivity in monolayer SnSe. We have seen that monolayer SnSe suffers
a second-order phase transition from the low symmetry low temperature Pnm21 to
the high symmetry high temperature Pnmm phase. The low symmetry Pnm21 phase
has no inversion symmetry and, therefore, it is a ferroelectric phase. As it happens
in the bulk case, the agreement with experiments is not quantitatively good as ex-
perimentally it is measured to be in the Pnm21 phase at 300 K. According to our
calculations the phase transition occurs at around 110 K. Regarding the calculation
of the lattice thermal conductivity, we have found obstacles partially related to the
two dimensional nature of the system. This has motivated the last chapter of this
thesis.
The acoustic out-of-plane modes (ZA) of planar materials have a quadratic dis-
persion within the harmonic approximation. This dispersion is fixed by the two di-
mensional (2D) symmetry and creates problematic results, such as, diverging atomic
displacements as a function of the sample size or finite line width of acoustic in-plane
phonons (LA/TA) at vanishing momenta. Therefore, there seems to be a conflict be-
tween the symmetry forced quadratic dispersion, which is expected to be measured
experimentally, and the magnitudes that can be calculated using it. We have shown
that such a conflict does not exist, anharmonicity is the answer to the problem. We
have applied the SSCHA to include anharmonic effects. In order to calculate physi-
cal properties, such as, atomic displacements or line widths, the SSCHA formalism
uses the SSCHA auxiliary phonons frequencies. We have seen that the SSCHA ZA
phonons have a linear dispersion, as a result, diverging atomic displacements reduce
and finite line widths disappear. However, when the physical phonons are calcu-
lated within the SSCHA, the ones that are supposed to be measured experimentally,
the quadratic dispersion is recovered as expected by symmetry. This result removes
the divergence of the bending rigidity as momentum decreases.
To sum up, we have shown that nonperturbative anharmonicity is key for un-
derstanding all the physics that appear in the systems under study in this thesis.
However, there are still open questions and work to do in this field. For example,
the quantitative agreement of the transition temperature is one of them. As we have
seem, the phonon frequencies are extremely sensitive to the volume of the unit cell
in monochalcogenide materials. With the current exchange correlation functionals
and the available computational resources for the supercell calculations, the Tc cal-
culations are still a very challenging task. An interesting future research is the limi-
tation of the Lorentzian approximation to calculate the lattice thermal conductivity
in systems where the Lorentzian approximation fails to describe the phonons. This
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is actually the case in monochalcogenide materials. It would be interesting, from
a fundamental point of view, to understand what is the effect of not assuming the
Lorentzian approximation when calculating the lattice thermal conductivity in SnSe
and SnS. Another interesting future research project is the calculation of the lattice
thermal conductivity in graphene. As we have seen, the inclusion of anharmonicity
at a nonperturbative level, dramatically changes the line widths of acoustic modes.
This will have a non-negligible effect in the lattice thermal conductivity of graphene








derivations for the membrane
model
In this appendix we include all the mathematical derivations and calculation details
of the membrane model.
















where Ω is the area of the membrane in equilibrium, κ is the bending rigidity, h is
the out-of-plane component of the displacement field and the rotationally invariant




(∂iuj + ∂jui + ∂iu · ∂ju + ∂ih∂jh). (A.2)
C(2n)i1 j1...in jn is the generic elastic tensor of rank 2n. In the previous expression the
subscripts label the 2d coordinates x, y and the sum over indices is assumed. The




























∂iu · ∂ju∂kh∂lh + Cijkl∂iuj∂ku · ∂lu +
Cijkl
4
∂iu · ∂ju∂ku · ∂lu]. (A.4)
If we allow the lattice spacing a to be a variable, we can vary it by simply shift-
ing the derivatives of the in-plane displacements according to ∂iuj → ∂iuj + δijδa,
where δa = (a− a0)/a0. Then, by taking into account periodic boundary conditions
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∫
Ω d
2x∂iuj = 0 we can rewrite the potential































d2xCijkl [∂iu · ∂ju∂kul + ∂iuj∂ku · ∂lu]. (A.5)
If we Fourier transform the potential and we apply 〈uα(q)uα(−q)〉ρH = g[Ω
(S)
α (q)]
(α =LA,TA), 〈h(q)h(−q)〉ρH = g[Ω
(S)
ZA(q)], the SCHA free energy can be written as
(we use h̄ = kB = 1)
F (U ) = FU + 2Ω(1 + δa +
δa2
4















































TA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂)+
2g[Ω(S)LA(q)]g[Ω
(S)







TA(k)])[λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
2(g[Ω(S)LA(q)]g[Ω
(S)
LA(k)])[λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂ · k̂)+
2(g[Ω(S)TA(q)]g[Ω
(S)
TA(k)])[λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂⊥)]}, (A.6)
where g(ω) = coth((ω/2T))/(2ρω) and Ω(S)α (q) =
√
Φα(q)/ρ (α =ZA,LA and,
TA) is the SCHA frequency. ρ is the mass density. In Eq. A.6 the in plane dis-
placement vector u(q) is separated into longitudinal and transversal components
u(q) = uLA(q)q̂ + uTA(q)q̂⊥, q̂⊥ being the unitary vector perpendicular to q̂. FU
is the harmonic free energy of the harmonic trial potential U . Now, by taking the
derivative of the SCHA free energy with respect to the lattice constant and SCHA
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2BFC, we arrive to the SCHA equations
∂F (U )
∂δa
= 0 = 2Ω(2δa + 3δa2 + δa3)(λ + µ) +
1
2 ∑q




g[Ω(S)LA(q)][2(1 + δa)(λ + 2µ)|q|2 + 2(1 + δa)(λ + µ)|q|2]+
1
2 ∑q
g[Ω(S)TA(q)][2(1 + δa)µ|q|2 + 2(1 + δa/2)(λ + µ)|q|2], (A.7)
ΦZA(q) = κ|q|4 + 2(1+ δa/2)δa(λ+µ)|q|2 +
λ + 2µ
2Ω ∑k





TA(k)]}[λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2], (A.8)








µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂)+
2g[Ω(S)TA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
2g[Ω(S)LA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]+
4g[Ω(S)LA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂ · k̂)} (A.9)
and,








µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂⊥)]+
4g[Ω(S)LA(k)][λ(q · k)2 + µ|q|2|k|2 + µ(q · k)2](q̂⊥ · k̂)+
2g[Ω(TA)SCHA(k)][λ|q|2|k|2 + 2µ(q · k)2]}. (A.10)
We have solved this equations in a circular grid with 60× 60 q points with a radius
of 1 Å−1 by applying the Newton-Raphson method. We have checked the conver-
gence of the results with denser grids. The parameters which have been calculated
by using the atomistic empirical potential are the following: λ = 4.3 eV−2, µ = 9.3
eV−2, κ = 1.5 eV and, ρ/h̄2 = 1097 eV−4.
Regarding the second derivative of the free energy, the physical phonons in the
static approach, the most general formula for the correction to the SCHA phonon
frequencies (Dcorr(−q, q) = D(F)(−q, q)− D(S)(−q, q)) is





D αγδ(−q, p, q− p)[1−
(4)
D γδεζ(−p, p− q, k, q−k)]−1
(3)
D εζβ(−k, k− q, q),
(A.11)
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where the subindexes run on the normal coordinates α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ = h, uLA, uTA and
the dynamical matrices in normal coordinates are defined as
(3)























The matrix Gαβ(q, k) is defined as
Gαβ(q, k) =







F(0, Ω(S)α (q), Ω
(S)
β (k)) being the function defined in Eq. 3.79. We are interested in
the corrections to the out-of-plane modes, therefore, we are interested in the terms
of the type





D (S)hγδ(−q, p, q− p)[1−
(4)
D (S)γδεζ(−p, p− q, k, q−k)]−1
(3)
D (S)εζh(−k, k− q, q),
(A.15)




will contribute to the statistical average in Eq. A.12. Therefore, Eq. A.11 can be
rewritten as





D (S)hhα(−q, p, q− p)[1−
(4)
D (S)hαhβ(−p, p− q, k, q−k)]−1
(3)
D (S)hhβ(q,−k, k− q),
(A.16)











λ|k3|k1 · k2 + 2µ











































µ(k3 · k1)(k4 · k2) + µ(k3 · k2)(k4 · k1)], (A.20)













µ(k3 · k1)(k4 · k2) + µ(k3 · k2)(k4 · k1)]. (A.21)
The equations cannot be further simplified but we have all the ingredients to calcu-
late them numerically. We have checked numerically that, as in the atomistic case,
the contribution of
(4)
D is completely negligible.
By neglecting the fourth-order terms containing in-plane displacement fields in
Eq. A.1, the SCHA can be applied analytically in this model. The SCHA equations
simplify to
δa = − 1
4Ω ∑q
|q|2g[Ω(S)ZA(q)], (A.22)
ΦZA(q) = κ|q|4 + 2δa(λ + µ)|q|2 +
λ + 2µ
2Ω ∑k
g[Ω(S)ZA(k)][|q|2|k|2 + 2(q · k)2].
(A.23)
By inserting Eq. A.22 in Eq. A.23 and considering the infinite volume limit (Ω→ ∞),
we obtain
ΦZA(q) = κ|q|4 + γ|q|2, (A.24)
















Λ is an ultraviolet cutoff that avoids divergencies. Eqs. A.24 and A.25 show that the
dispersion of the SCHA ZA modes is linear. By calculating the correction for getting
the physical phonons in the static approach in Eq. A.16 (in this case the fourth-order
tensor is 0) the result is
Φ(F)ZA(q) = κ|q|4 + (γ− σ)|q|2 + O(|q|4), (A.26)



















1 + s2 + y]
. (A.28)





1.55, we obtain 1− σ/γ = 20%. This means that the linear component of the Phys-
ical frequencies turns out to be a factor of 40% smaller than the one of the SCHA
frequency. The non zero linear term in the physical frequencies appears because
neglecting the fourth-order terms including in-plane displacements break the rota-




Interpolation of SSCHA dynamical
matrices
In the SSCHA forces are calculated in supercells and, therefore, anharmonic dynam-
ical matrices are obtained in a commensurate q points grid. Computational costs
increase enormously with the supercell size making dense sampling calculations ex-
tremely time-demanding. Therefore, whenever a fine sampling of the 1BZ is re-
quired, we have used the following interpolation scheme.
Let us call the anharmonic dynamical matrices obtained in the output of the SS-
CHA calculation in a coarse q point grid (small supercell) DScoarse(q). We will name
the harmonic dynamical matrices obtained in the same grid as Dcoarse(q). Our goal
is to obtain anharmonic dynamical matrices in a finer grid, written as D(S)f ine(q), by
taking advantage of having the fine grid harmonic dynamical matrices D f ine(q) al-
ready computed (which are faster to obtain than the anharmonic ones). Assuming
that
D̃coarse(q) ≡ D(S)coarse(q)− Dcoarse(q) (B.1)
is slowly varying in the reciprocal space (i.e. the differences between the SSCHA
and the harmonic force constant matrices are more localized in real space than the
harmonic force constant matrices) we can interpolate D̃coarse(q) using Fourier inter-
polation to the fine grid of our choice to obtain D̃ f ine(q). Now, it is straightforward
to obtain




Mathematical proof of the
quadratic harmonic ZA dispersion
In this section we prove that the dispersion of the ZA phonon modes close to the
point Γ is quadratic in the harmonic approximation.
For that purpose, by using the inversion symmetry and the ASR in Eq. 3.4, we
will rewrite Eq. 3.8 in section 3.1 as







−iq·T + eiq·T − 2) = −2 ∑
T
φα1α2s1s2 (T, 0)sin
2(q · T/2). (C.1)
And by Taylor expanding this equation close to the point Γ we get






φα1α2s1s2 (T)TαTβ + O(q
4), (C.2)
α, β being x, y, and z Cartesian components.
The fact that a material is bidimensional and the equilibrium atomic positions are
contained in the z = 0 plane, makes all the 2BFC of the type φxzs1s2(T), φ
yz
s1s2(T) zero.
This is translated into the fact that the out-of-plane z direction is an eigendirection




Therefore, by looking at Eq. C.2 we can see that for proving that the dispersion of
the ZA modes is quadratic we need to prove that ∑T φzzs1s2(T)TαTβ = 0. Actually,
this is the form of the change in energy when the system is rotated. Therefore, if the
system is rotationally invariant, it must be zero.
In conclusion, the 2D character of the 2BFC and the rotational invariance of the








Efektu termoelektrikoak aplikazio ugari ditu. Tenperatura gradiente bat boltai elek-
triko bihur dezake Seebeck efektuaren bitartez. Alderantzizko norantzan, boltai
elektriko bat tenperatura gradiente batean bilakatzea ere posible da. Material ter-
moelektriko onenek ere oso eraginkortasun baxua dute aipatutako prozesuetan. Ar-
razoi honengatik oso kasu espezifikoetan erabiltzen den efektua da efektu termoelek-
trikoa. Esate baterako, historikoki asko erabili den aplikazio bat NASA-ren espazio
ontzietako radioisotopo sorgailu elektrikoa[2] izan da. Arrazoi hauek direla eta,
material termoelektrikoetan gehien jarraitzen diren ikerkuntza lerroak ondorengoak
dira:
1. Material termoelektriko eraginkorragoak bilatu eta sintetizatu.
2. Eraginkortasun termoelektrikoa handitzen duten mekanismo fisiko eta kimiko
berriak bilatu eta aztertu.
Material termoelektriko baten eraginkortasuna f igure o f merit delakoak neurtzen
du. Ondorengoa da bere formula:
ZT = S2σT/κ.
ZT dimentsiorik gabeko magnitude bat da. S Seebeck koefizientea da, σ eroanko-
rtasun elektrikoa, T tenperatura eta κ eroankortasun termikoa. Materialen ZTa 3
ingurukoa izango balitz tenperatura eremu handi batean, material termoelektrikoak
konpetentzia egingo liekete errekuntza motorrei[5]. Baina, orokorrean materialen
ZTa 2 baino baxuagoa da eta oso tenperatura eremu mugatuetan. Propietate hauek
asko mugatzen dituzte material hauen aplikazioak.
Potentzia faktorea PF = S2σ Seebeck koefizientearen karratuaren eta eroankor-
tasun elektrikoaren arteko biderkadura da. Material termoelektriko onak bilatzeko
ideia oso sinplea da, potentzia faktore handia behar dugu eroankortasun termiko
baxuarekin batera. Ideia sinple honen arazorik handiena propietateen arteko korre-
lazioa da. Esate baterako, materialak dopatu egiten baditugu, eroankortasun elek-
trikoa handitu egiten da baina, Seebeck koefizientea txikitu.
Modu desberdinak daude materialen eraginkortasun termoelektrikoa handitzeko.
Materialak dopatu[7, 8, 9] edo nanoegituratu[10, 11] egin daitezke, potentzia faktore
handi bat lortzeko eroankortasun termiko baxu batekin batera. Azken bi metodo
hauen adibiderik garbiena PbTe materiala da. Esperimentalki ikusi da ere fase trant-
sizioetatik gertu ZTa asko handitu daitekeela[13] 2.5 inguruko balioak lortuz, Cu2Se-
n gertatzen den moduan.
Azken urteetan ikusi da eroankortasun termiko baxua duten erdieroale intrintsekoak
oso interesgarriak direla propietate termoelektrikoei dagokienez[6, 14]. Eroankorta-
sun termikoa eroankortasun termiko elektroniko eta sare atomikoari dagokion eron-
akortasun termikoaren arteko batura da. Erdieroale intrintsekoetan, eroankortasun
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termikoaren zatirik handiena bibrazio atomikoetatik dator, tenperatura arruntetan
ez daude karga elektriko aske asko eskuragarri eta. Beraz, erronka nagusia sareari
dagokion eroankortasun termiko baxua duten erdieroaleak aurkitzea da. Propietate
hau duen materialik eraginkorrena SnSe[6] da eta bere ZTa 2.6 ingurukoa da 900
K-tan. Ez da soilik propietate hauek dituen materialik termoelektrikorik eraginko-
rrena, baizik eta gaur egun ezagutzen den materialik termoelektrikorik eraginkor-
rena.
Nahiz eta SnSe material termoelektriko eraginkorrena den, hainbat gauza ez
dira ondo ulertzen oraindik. SnSe-k, trantsizio fase bat pairatzen 800 K inguruan
simetria eta tenperatura baxuko fasetik Pnma, simetria eta tenperatura altuko fasera
Cmcm. Ez dago argi trantsizio fase hau lehen edo bigarren ordenakoa den[6, 110,
111, 113]. Material honen propietate termoelektriko interesagarrienak tenperatura
altuko fasean agertzen dira, non gap elektronikoa txikitu egiten den, eroankortasun
elektrikoa handituz. Aldi berean, oso eroankortasun termiko baxua mantentzen du.
Esperimentu ezberdinak ez dira ados jartzen SnSe-ren eroankortasun termikoaren
balioari dagokionez. Zhao eta bere lankideek[6] erakutsi zuten SnSe-k 0.3 W/mK
inguruko eroankortasun termiko isotropoa duela tenperatura altuetan (800-900 K).
Beste lan batzuek[115, 116, 117], esate baterako Ibrahim eta bere lankideenak, er-
akutsi dute SnSe-ren eroankostasun termikoa ez dela isotropoa eta balioa 1 W/mk
ingurukoa dela 800 K-tan. Eroankortasun termikoaren kalkulu teorikoei dagok-
ienez, simetria altuko faseak fonoi ezegonkorrak ditu hurbilketa harmonikoan[114,
119, 120], beraz, perturbazio teoria erabilita ezinekoa da eroankortasun termikoa
kalkulatzea.
Tesi honetako bosgarren kapituluan ikusi dugu SnSe-k pairatzen duen fase trant-
sizioa bigarren ordenakoa dela. Hain zuzen ere trantsizioa gertatzen den tenperat-
uran trantsizioa gauzatzen duen fonoiaren maiztasuna 0 bilakatzen delako. Kalku-
latutako fase trantsizio tenperatura asko aldatzen da gelaxkaren bolumenarekin eta
erabilitako pseudopotentzialaren arabera. Ikusi dugunez, bolumenarekiko depen-
dentzia hau oso ohikoa da mota honetako materialetan. Ikusi dugu ere, fonoi batzuei
dagozkien funtzio espektralak ez dutela zerikusirik funtzio Lorentziar batekin. Honek
argi uzten du efektu anarmonikoak ikaragarriak direla material honetan. Emaitza
hauek oso erabilgarriak izango dira etorkizunen esperimentalentzat, forma ez Lorentziar-
rak asko zailtzen baitu fonoien deskribapen esperimentala. Eronkortasun termikoari
dagokionez, lehenik eta behin, ikusi dugu efektu ez perturbatiboak ezinbestekoak
direla esperimentalekin bat datozen balioak lortzeko. Anisotropiari dagokionez,
ikusi dugu SnSe-ren eroankortasun termikoa oso anisotropikoa dela. Gure emaitzen
arabera, Zhao eta bere lankideek egindako esperimentuetan efektu ez intrintsekoren
bat egon behar da, horren balio isotropo eta baxuak lortzeko.
SnS eta SnSe oso material antzekoak dira propietate elektroniko eta bibrazionalei[129]
dagokienez. Bi erdieroaleek pairatzen dute fase trantsizio bat Pnma fasetik Cmcm
fasera[111, 112] eta bi materialek dute eroankortasun termiko baxu bat tenperatura
baxuko fasean. SnS-ren propietate termoelektrikoak ez dira neurtu tenperatura al-
tuko fasean, baina SnSe-rekin duen antzekotasuna kontuan hartuta, uste dugu SnS
oso material termoelektriko eraginkorra izan daitekeela tenperatura altuko fasean.
Esaldi hau baieztatzeko SnS-ren propietate elektroniko eta bibrazionalak kalkulatu
ditugu SnSe-ren balioekin konparatzeko.
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SnS-ren propietate elektronikoak eta bibrazionalak tesi honetako seigarren kapit-
uluan aztertu ditugu. Hain zuzen ere, espero bezala, tenperatura altuko fasean SnS
eta SnSe-k propietatea termoelektriko oso antzekoak dituzte. SnS-k bigarren orde-
nako trantsizio fase bat pairatzen du SnSe-k bezalaxe. Fonoi batzuk funtzio espek-
tral ez Lorentziarrak erakusten dituzte eta SnS-k eroankortasun termiko oso baxua
du simetri altuko fasean. Ikusi dugu eroankortasun termiko honen balioa SnSe-ren
eroankortasun termikoaren balioaren oso antzekoa dela. Propietate elektronikoak
ere kalkulatu ditugu. Ikusi dugu bi materialen potentzia faktoreak oso antzekoak
direla, behintzat aintzat hartuz bi materialetan elektroien bizitza denbora antzekoa
dela. Beraz, bi materialek potentzia faktore eta eroankortasun termiko antzekoak
badituzte, ondorioztatzen dugu SnS oso material termoelektriko interesgarria izan
daitekeela tenperatura altuko fasean.
SnSe eta SnS-k pairatzen dituzten moduko fase trantsizioetan, baliteke kasu batzue-
tan sistemaren inbertsio simetria apurtzea[17, 26]. Honek propietate fisiko askori
irekitzen die atea, esate baterako, ferroelektrizitatea. Esperimentalki ikusi dute posi-
ble dela material ferroelektrikoak eraginkortasun termoelektriko handia izatea[17,
27], SnTe-n gertatzen den moduan. Aldi berean, esperimentalki ikusi da, material
baten dimentsionalitateak guztiz alda lezakeela trantsizio ferroelektrikoaren tenper-
atura.
Xafla meheko material ferroelektrikoak garrantzitsuak dira gailu modernoen ap-
likazioetan[28]. Aplikazioen aldetik, arazo bat da materialak gero eta meheagoak
egitea, lodiera batetik behera, depolarizazio eremuak egoera ferroelektrikoa suntsitu[29,
30, 31] egiten du eta. Efektu honek, egoera ferroelektrikorako trantsizio tenper-
atura txikitzen du lodierarekin batera eta oinarrizko limite bat jartzen die aplikazio
teknologikoei. SnSe-ren geruza bakarrak[34] inbertsio simetria apurtzen duen fase
trantsizio bat jasa lezake. Beraz, oso material interesgarria da aplikazio teknologikoen
ikuspuntutik. Izatez, badaude orain dela gutxi burututako esperimentuak[34] non
SnSe-ren polarizazio elektrikoa norabide batetik bestera aldatzen duten giro tenper-
aturan.
SnSe-ren monogeruzak, solteko SnSe-ren egitura berdina dauka, baina gelaxka
unitaten bi geruza atomiko ditu lau beharrean, material soltean gertatzen den mod-
uan. Arrazoi honengatik 4 atomo ditu gelaxka unitatean eta ez 8. Ez daude neur-
keta esperimentalak trantsizio ferroelektrikoarentzat, baina, badirudi giro tenper-
aturan Pnm21 egituran kristalizatzen dela. Beraz, trantsizio tenperaturak 300 K
baina handiagoa behar du izan. Hainbat lan teorikoren araberan[142, 143] trant-
sizio tenperatura 200 eta 320 K artean dago. Propietate termoelektrikoei dagok-
ienez, ez daude neurketa esperimentalak simetria altuko fasearentzat, baina kalkulu
teorikoen arabera[140, 141] simetria baxuko monogeruzak eranginkortasun hand-
iagoa izan lezake material solteak baino. Simetria altuko fasearentzat ez daude
kalkulu teorikoak fonoi ezegonkorrak ditu eta hurbilketa harmonikoan.
Tesi honetako zazpigarren kapituluan SnSe monogeruzaren propietate bibrazion-
alak aztertzen ditugu. Simetria altuko monogeruza aztertzen dugu, Pnmm sime-
tria duena. Gure kalkuluen arabera, SnSe monogeruzak fase trantsizio ferroelek-
triko bat pairatzen du 107 K-tan. Tenperatura horretan, inbertsio simetria apurtzen
duen fonoi baten maiztasuna 0 bilakatzen da eta. Aipatu dugun moduan, esperi-
mentalki trantsizio tenperaturak 300 K baino handiagoa izan behar du. Litekeena
da ezadostasuna supergelaxka edota bolumen efektu bat izatea, material solteetan
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gertatzen den moduan. Eroankortasun termikoa ere saiatu gara kalkulatzen SnSe-
ren monogeruzan, baina materialaren bi dimentsiotako egiturarekin lotutako arazo
bat topatu dugu. Arazo hau tesiko azken kapituluan aztertu dugu.
Grafenoaren aurkikuntzak[144, 145, 146, 147] 2 dimentsiotako materialen exis-
tentzia frogatu zuen eta euren zientzia eta teknologia bultzatu. Bi dimentsiotako
materialen propietate mekanikoak eta termikoak ez dira tribialak. Izatez, historikoki
luzaroan pentsatu izan da orden kristalinoa ez dela posible bi dimentsiotan[36, 37].
Desplazamendu atomikoak dibergitu egiten dute uhin luzera handien limitean hur-
bilketa harmonikoan. Honek esan nahi du, bi dimentsiotako materiala gero eta han-
diagoa izan, handiagoak izango direla desplazamendu atomikoak, edozein orden
kristalino ezinezko eginez. Aldiz, esperimentalki badirudi orden kristalinoa posible
dela bi dimentsioetan.
Aipatutako arazoak planotik kanpoko modu akustikoen (ZA) dispertsio kuadratikoa-
gatik agertzen dira. Dispertsio kuadratikoa hurbilketa harmonikoan lortzen da. Dis-
pertsio hau simetria errotazionalak sortzen du indar konstanteen 2 dimentsiotako
izaerarekin batera. Arrazoi honengatik, hain zuzen ere, ZA moduaren maiztasunak
baxuagoak dira eta maiztasun irudikariak lortzen ditutu SnSe monogeruzaren ka-
suan Fourier interpolazioa erabiltzean eroankortasun termikoa kalkulatzeko. Dis-
pertsio kuadratikoak ez ditu soilik arazoak sortzen desplazamendu atomikoetan.
Plano barruko fonoien desintegrazioa dela eta planoz kanpoko fonoietan, planoko
fonoi akustikoen (LA, TA) bizitza denbora ez da handitzen fonoi hauen uhin luzera
handitzen den einean[153]. Honek esan nahi du, behar bezain uhin luzera handi
batentzako, fonoi hauek fonoi izaera galtzen dutela ez direlako bibrazio periodo bat
burutzeko behar bezainbeste denbora bizitzen. Honek esan nahi du ere soinua ezin
dela hedatu grafenoan.
Hainbat lan teorikotan[154, 155, 38, 156, 157, 158, 159] argudiatu da, efektu anar-
monikoek ZA moduen dispertsioa linearizatu dezaketela. Honek aipaturiko arazo
guztiak konponduko lituzke. Ikusiko dugun moduan hau ez dator bat teorikoki
espero den emaitzarekin. Esperimentalki neurtutako fonoiak funtzio espektrala er-
abiliz kalkulatu behar dira. Energia baxuko fonoiek kasuan, funtzio espektralaren
maximoak bat datoz energia asketik definitutako fonoien energiekin. Izatez, energia
askeak, sistemaren simetria errotazional guztiak ditu, eta beraz, fonoi kuadratikoak
espero ditugu. Hau horrela da, energia asketik datozen fonoiak energia askearen bi-
garren deribatutik kalkulatzen direlako, kasu harmonikoan gertatzen den bezalaxe
Born Oppenheimer potentzialarekin.
Tesi honen azken kapituluan efektu anarmonikoak aztertu ditugu grafenoaren
ZA moduan. Nahiz eta grafenoan soilik egin kalkuluak, emaitzak guztiz orokor-
rak dira edozein material bidimentsionalentzat. Ikusi dugu efektu anharmonikoak
ezinbestekoak direla grafenoaren egonkortasun mekanikoa eta soinuaren hedapena
lortzeko. Efektu anarmonikoak aztertzeko SSCHA aplikatu dugu grafenoan. SSCHA-
n, energia askea minimizatzen duten fonoiak erabiltzen dira desplazamendu atom-
ikoak eta fonoien desintegrazio energia mailak kalkulatzeko. Modu honetan defini-
tutako SSCHA ZA fonoiak linealak dira, beraz, desplazamendu atomikoen diber-
gentziak asko txikitzen dira eta fonoien bizitza denborak handitu egiten dira euren
uhin luzera handitzen den einean. Nahiz eta SSCHA fonoiak linealak izan, lehen-
txeago aipatu dugu esperimentalki esperotako fonoiak funtzio espektraletik kalku-
latu behar direla. Kalkulu hauxe egin dugu SSCHA-a erabilita eta ikusi dugu modu
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honetan definitutako ZA fonoiak kuadratikoak direla. Beraz, ez dago desadosta-
sunik simetria eta efektu anarmonikoen bateratzean, hau da, posible da simetriak
ematen duen dispertsio kuadratikoa edukitzea eta desplazamendu atomikoak txik-
itzea aldi berean. Hauekin batera posible da ere grafenoan soinua hedatzea eta ZA
fonoiek euren fonoi izaera berreskuratzea uhin luzera handientzako. Ikusi dugunez,
oso garrantzitsua da grafenoak inolako estresik ez izatea dispertsio kuadratikoa iza-
teko ZA fonoiek. Ondorio hauetara heltzeko, kalkulu atomistikoak egin ditugu
grafeno xafla batean eta baita membrana modelo batean. Bi sistemetan emaitza guz-
tiz bateragarriak lortu ditutgu.
Ideia guztiak paragrafo batean laburbilduz, tesi honetan efektu anarmonikoak
aztertu ditugu teknologikoki garrantzitsuak eta interesgarriak diren material ter-
moelektriko eta bidimentsionaletan. Aztertutako material guztietan, ikusi dugu
efektu anarmonikoak ikaragarri garrantzitsuak direla esperimentuekin bat datozen
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